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nua do pháistí agus do dhéagóirí. Mar gheall 
ar shaineolas na scríbhneoirí san iris seo, 
is iontach an acmhainn í do mhúinteoirí, 
scríbhneoirí, maisitheoirí, leabharlannaithe, 
tuismitheoirí agus do gach duine ar spéis leo 
leabhair do pháistí.
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léirmheasanna, ailt agus an nuacht  
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January is always a time for fresh starts, and 
this year more than ever we are hopeful for 
what 2020 will bring. Our new editorial team –  
Kim Harte, Dr Becky Long and Muireann Ní 
Chíobháin, along with Overall Editor Jenny 
Murray – have been flexible and innovative 
in putting in place new systems of reviewing 
during a pandemic. We thank our reviewers 
especially for coming with us to a process of 
digital reviewing – not as joyful, for many, as 
receiving a book on your doormat, not as easy 
to review from a screen, but we look forward 
to reverting to the small reward of a book in 
the post, and in the meantime we are hugely 
grateful for your efforts. 

We continue to navigate the challenges of 
running the organisation from our homes since 
last March, and despite the circumstances, we 
are so proud of what Children’s Books Ireland 
achieved in 2020, with the help of our partners, 
funders and supporters. The first year of the 
KPMG Children’s Books Ireland Awards with 
our new headline sponsor was interrupted 
by school closures shortly after our shortlist 
announcement, but was moved online to 
celebrate our winners and bring the children’s 
literature community together, at least virtually. 
Our new Laureate na nÓg, Áine Ní Ghlinn, 
was announced to much media fanfare and 
delivered the inaugural laureate lecture to a 
virtual audience, calling on all of us to give 
leabhar Gaeilge – buy an Irish book – for 
Christmas.

Our website is now a treasure trove of reading 
guides, themed reading lists and resource packs 
aimed at supporting any adults who guide 
children’s reading, helping them to find the 
right book for a particular child at a particular 
time. Mind Yourself: The Mental Health and 
Wellbeing Guide will continue to be much 
needed, we expect, as the effects of this time on 
our children and young people play out. Books 

Make Things Better, our guide to the wonderful 
books published in 2020 by Irish authors, 
illustrators, translators and publishers, informed 
the selection of 8,000 books that we sent to 
children in need at Christmastime, through 
charity partners working in direct provision 
centres, hospitals and homeless services. This 
gift brought to over 18,000 the number of 
books we gave to children and young people 
throughout the year, from months-old babies in 
Limerick through Bookseed to students of all 
ages through our Junior Juries scheme. 

While families stayed home through the spring, 
we commissioned work from twenty-eight Irish 
artists to make the ImagineNation playbook in 
partnership with An Post, a showcase of our 
best artists and a quality publication to help 
children get creative with reading, writing 
and drawing at home. Conscious of the digital 
divide, the guide was posted to 85,000 homes, 
reached 115,000 families through The Irish 
Times on Easter Saturday and was sent with 
art materials to a further 15,000 children in 
direct provision centres, hospitals and homeless 
services. It was also downloaded many, many 
times by those who had access to devices, 
who could tune in to a workshop with Irish 
illustrator Don Conroy and, later, a further 
series of workshops with Irish illustrators for 
the Re-ImagineNation drawing competition. 

I could go on listing projects we are exceedingly 
proud of – The Any-Book Book Club, full 
of fun things to do with whatever books are 

at home, no printer needed; Small Print, a 
programme to encourage a love of picturebooks 
in early years settings. We tested and finalised 
our strategic plan, we welcomed new staff 
members, we worked hard to make sure that 
children’s reading was supported, we shouted 
loud about great Irish books and we tried our 
best to look after the artists who make the work 
that drives everything we do. At the end of 
2020, we felt that everyone was tired, but that 
we had done everything we could do to make 
the best of the situation in Ireland. And for us, 
being chosen as one of three partner charities to 
benefit from the inaugural Late Late Toy Show 
Appeal was a huge endorsement of all that work 
and the ardú chroí we all needed. 

We want 2021 to be a year for hope. For 
celebration. For getting together and 
recognising the achievements of a whole 
ecosystem that ultimately allows children to 
read – the artists, booksellers and publishers 
who managed to keep going, the children 
who have struggled with enormous changes 
in their lives, the librarians and teachers who 
found ways to prioritise reading safely within 
the constraints of public health guidelines. 
Our features this issue are good news stories 
of innovation, resilience and inclusion. Our 
beautiful cover illustration is from Oliver 
Jeffers’s What We’ ll Build, a book that is the 
big-hearted look to the future that we all need –  
2021 will be about coming together, when we 
can do so safely. 

Until we can meet again, we leave you with a 
stack of January reading. Bain taitneamh as, 
agus feicfimid sibh go luath. 

Elaina Ryan 
CEO Children’s Books Ireland
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Launched on the first day of 
2020, before the world  
changed utterly, Paper Lanterns 
is a teen and  young adult 
literary journal. On its first 
anniversary, we invited one of 
its co-founders, Ruth Ennis,  
to take us through a year in the 
life of the journal.
by Ruth Ennis

paper  
lanterns
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Paper Lanterns is a new teen and young adult 
literary journal, founded by Grace Kelley, 
Amy O’Sullivan and me, Ruth Ennis. We are 
the only publication of this kind in print in 
the English language in Ireland. Our goal is 
to act as a platform to promote the voices of 
young people in Ireland and across the world 
and to provide new and exciting content 
for teen and young adult audiences. The 
journal is also perfect for enthusiasts of teen 
and young adult literature, be they teachers, 
librarians, booksellers, parents, guardians 
or youth workers. Each issue is divided into 
three sections: creative writing, features and 
book reviews. Our submissions are open to 
both teenage and adult writers. The only 
criteria we have is that all submissions must 
be suitable for a teenage audience. 
Grace oversees the creative writing section, 
where we publish short stories, flash fiction 
and poetry. We also publish photography and 
artwork that really complement the writing. 
We publish a variety of genres: romance, 
fantasy, magical realism, adventure, historical 
fiction, environmentalist writing – there’s 
something for everyone. 
Amy manages the reviews section. We are 
delighted to have several brilliant publishers 
who are enthusiastic to work with us and 
provide review copies of their latest titles. 
We have curated a lovely team of reviewers, 
both teens and adults, who are passionate 
about young adult literature and who offer 
thoughtful insights into the books we send 
them. We review across all genres, both 
fiction and non-fiction, in prose, verse novels, 
graphic novels, poetry and texts specifically 
designed for dyslexic and reluctant readers. 
I look after the features section, which is the 
home of our non-fiction work. This is where 
we publish author interviews and essays. 
Our featured authors to date have included 
Sarah Crossan, Helen Corcoran and Deirdre 
Sullivan. Our essays written by adults have 
addressed topics on mental health, LGBTQ+ 
representation and accessible reading in the 
context of young adult literature. Our teen 
essayists have written on the importance of 
representation in ballet, the role of nostalgia 
in the lives of readers and reading Jane 
Austen’s works for the first time.
Grace came up with the idea of the journal 
while we were doing our MPhil in children’s 
literature at Trinity College Dublin. She 
noticed a gap in the market for an Irish 
literary journal solely dedicated to teen and 
young adult literature, though she had the 
good sense to wait until after we’d handed in 
our dissertations before proposing the idea 
to us! 
We looked to our favourite journals and 
magazines for inspiration as to how we 
wanted to approach this. The wonderful 
teams at Sonder Magazine, Channel, Banshee 

and The Stinging Fly were all very generous 
with their advice and enthusiasm, which 
proved vital in those early days of Paper 
Lanterns. Of course, anyone who has read 
our journal can see that we took a lot of 
inspiration from Children’s Books Ireland’s 
Inis magazine. We loved the idea of not 
just promoting excellent creative writing 
and art, but also producing articles on the 
ever-growing young adult literary scene and 
reviewing the books we knew our readers 
would love. 
We founded the journal on New Year’s Day 
in 2020, and while it has been a year with 
lots of unexpected twists and turns, we 
are so delighted to be celebrating our first 
anniversary this month. 
Of course, in March 2020, our plans for 
the journal were somewhat altered with 
the arrival of COVID-19. It affected all 
parts of the process: meetings were moved 
online, deadlines were pushed back, launches 
and events became virtual and books for 
review were read as PDFs. We never really 
considered moving the journal online: while 
it was a completely understandable and 
necessary choice for a lot of publications, we 
wanted to commit to our original objective 
of printing the journal. It was important 
to us that writers, particularly our teenage 
contributors, had something to hold in their 
hands and be able to say ‘I helped make this’.
Our production process is equally 
challenging and exciting from beginning to 
end. We start by opening the creative writing 
submissions; the number of submissions we 
receive has increased with every issue. In 
issues one and two, most submissions came 
from the over-eighteen age category, but we 
were delighted to see more teenagers sending 
work in for issue three. This was thanks 
to teachers sharing our journal with their 
students. A number of factors are considered 
when deciding what pieces to publish. Is 
it well written? Is it current or relevant? 
Is it something on a topic we’ve already 
addressed? Is it a story we are passionate 
about? However, the primary question we 
ask ourselves is would this be of interest to a 
teenage reader? For the features section, we 
choose our topics primarily on proposal, then 
offer feedback and provide resources along 
the way. For our reviews section, we send our 
reviewers a book we think matches with their 
interests, and they send us back a review. Any 
teenager on the island of Ireland can sign up 
to review with us. All submitted reviews are 
published on our website and we endeavour 
to include as many as possible in the print 
journal.
From there, we begin several rounds of 
edits, keeping in line with our house style, 
before sending the content to our designer. 
We work with the designer and the journal 
passes through a few more drafts before we 

send the file to our printers. During this 
time, we open for pre-orders and arrange to 
provide copies for the wonderful bookshops 
who stock our journal (Dubray Books, 
Halfway up the Stairs, Tertulia, Woodbine 
Books and O’Mahony’s Booksellers). We 
execute an extensive marketing and publicity 
campaign to make sure our audience, both 
those familiar and new, know about the 
latest issue. We host a digital launch on our 
YouTube channel, where our contributors are 
invited to read their work. Then we reopen 
for submissions and the cycle starts all over 
again. Overall, the process takes three to four 
months per issue. 
We have learned a lot over the past year. A lot 
of research was involved in the early months 
and many questions needed to be answered. 
What printer do we use? What size should 
the journal be? How many copies should 
we print? How many should we expect to 
sell? We also had to ask ourselves what our 
workload and responsibilities would be, what 
type of writing and art should be published 
and how we would establish connections 
with those that this journal would be 
of interest to: organisations, publishers, 
bookshops, media and, most importantly, 
our readers. 
While we are still learning, we are proud of 
the progress we’ve made. 
Publishing the journal in print was costly 
and we wouldn’t have been able to afford this 
without donations from people who believed 
in the journal before the first issue came out. 
We host fundraisers regularly, but we’ll never 
forget the handful of people who came to our 
first (and only non-virtual!) open mic night 
or the mass of people who attended our pub-
quiz fundraiser. Families, friends, co-workers 
and total strangers joined us for ten rounds of 
questions and sponsored raffle prizes (largely 
thanks to the lovely folks at Dubray Books, 
the Irish Writers Centre and artist Margaret 
McLoughlin). That fundraiser got us through 
our first year. We are delighted to say that 
we were awarded Arts Council funding in 
October 2020. This support will enable us 
to not just continue for another year but also 
grow as a journal. A big focus for us this year 
is to improve our engagement with schools, 
primarily through our regular newsletter for 
teachers and librarians, which you can sign 
up for on our website.

Ruth Ennis is an aspiring children’s writer 
and can be found working with books in 
some capacity at any given time. She has 
had work published in Sonder Magazine, 
Caveat Lector, The Blue Nib, The Mouldy 
Bike, Strange Times and Silver Apples 
Magazine. She was recently awarded an 
Arts Council Literature Bursary Award. 
You can find her online at @rurooie



In December 2020, Children’s 
Books Ireland launched our new 
Irish language policy. Here, 
CEO of the organisation  
Elaina Ryan takes us through 
feedback from stakeholders, the 
process and the results.
by Elaina  Ryan
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In 2020, Irish language children’s literature 
had a significant moment. Áine Ní Ghlinn 
was announced as our sixth Laureate na 
nÓg, and the first to write exclusively 
in Irish, to well-deserved media fanfare 
but no in-person celebration, under the 
circumstances. Máire Zepf ’s Nóinín won 
the KPMG Children’s Books Ireland Award, 
with Kim Sharkey’s Mór agus Muilc taking 
the Eilís Dillon Award for a first book, 
and a third Irish language book, Scúnc 
agus Smúirín by Muireann Ní Chíobháin 
and Paddy Donnelly, was also shortlisted. 
The virtual celebrations were as warm and 
inclusive as we could make them, but we 
were conscious that our winners received no 
physical award – the new trophies not yet 
cast as the foundries had closed due to the 
pandemic.

In April and May of 2020, just prior to 
these events, we invited feedback from 
stakeholders across the island of Ireland 
to inform our Irish language policy. We 
asked questions about the most pressing 
issues in relation to children’s books in 
the Irish language in a broader context, as 
well as the most beneficial initiatives that 
Children’s Books Ireland currently runs to 
promote Irish language children’s literature 
and opportunities to be more supportive in 
future. We can’t know if a month or two 
later the findings would have been different, 
but what we heard loud and clear from the 
feedback we got was that the most pressing 
issues in relation to children’s books in 
the Irish language were around lack of 
visibility. Chiming with our new Laureate 
na nÓg’s metaphor of the invisibility cloak 
worn by Irish language writers, this issue 
was nebulous and multifaceted, including 
lack of stock, or at least lack of prominence 
in bookshops and libraries, and lack of 
publicity and promotion through launches 
and in the media. It also relates to parity of 
esteem with English language publications.

Lack of visibility impacts almost all other 
pressing issues reported, in that perceptions 
of the volume, quality and range of Irish 
language children’s books, as well as access 
to them, can be distorted or impeded by 
the limited public profile accorded to them. 
Some issues reported are entirely out of 
our control: all age groups were regarded 
as being under-represented in publishing 
output, with teenagers the most frequently 
referenced as lacking age-appropriate books 
or having insufficient choice, and some 
respondents flagged the need to cater for a 
scale of language competencies, from parents 
and carers with little knowledge of Irish to 
native speakers, from learners and emerging 
readers to independent readers, and taking 
dialect into account. Respondents who are 
very engaged with children’s publishing 
in the Irish language and those who are 

much less so both recognise the need for 
initiatives to generate greater publicity and 
resources, such as reading guides, reviews, 
recommended reading lists and wider media 
attention to address this lacuna.

On a fundamental level, there was a clear 
call for equality and inclusion, for Irish 
language children’s books to be seen 
simply as children’s books and not siloed 
or pigeonholed as leabhair Ghaeilge. ‘We 
need to move away from the idea that Irish 
language books are somehow niche and not 
for all children.’ There was a desire ‘that they 
be recognised as much as English books for 
the cracking stories and the fab illustrations’ 
and not just discussed as educational 
material to help children learn the language. 
One of the most striking responses to the 
question about the most pressing issues was 
simply: ‘Normalisation of our language.’

Even prior to shaping and writing our Irish 
language policy, which is available on our 
website, we began to look at our projects 
and publications and discuss new ways of 
working more inclusively. The expression 
that ‘culture eats strategy for breakfast’ 
was on our minds – meaning you can (and 
should) have a written policy, but actual 
lived change in the organisation is so much 
more powerful, meaningful and sustainable. 
The entire team began taking Irish language 
refresher classes, which served various 
purposes, including building a shared 
culture around the language and developing 
the confidence to make an effort in our 
everyday interactions and on social media.

Those who were familiar with Children’s 
Books Ireland’s work noted the contribution 
of initiatives such as this magazine and 
other publications, including Recommended 
Reads and themed reading lists, as well 
as the KPMG Children’s Books Ireland 
Awards. This has been a conscious approach, 
albeit with occasional inconsistencies due 
to stretched resources. In these existing 
projects, we will be striving for growth, so 
that a consistent bilingual approach is the 
norm and both our national languages are 
embraced throughout all our work. Our 
professional development support to artists 
is, by our own evaluation, language agnostic, 
and we are proud to hold up our Laureate na 
nÓg and our award-winners and -shortlistees 
as examples of the finest children’s literature 
on the island because of the way they work 
with their chosen language, rather than 
regardless of which language they choose.

Opportunities for growth focused mainly 
on publicity, an area that we are actively 
trying to grow in both languages as part of 
our remit to support artists and publishers. 
We have the privilege of being connected 
to those who can make a difference when 
we can’t, and we recognise our influence in 

having a voice in the public arena. Among 
the new initiatives we will be working on 
is the recruitment of a book doctor whose 
expertise includes Irish language children’s 
literature – giving equal opportunities to 
all families to receive guidance from an 
informed and enthusiastic fellow reader. 
We will be providing our book doctors with 
training to support children with autism 
and dyslexia as well as giving the team 
access to the information they need about 
Irish language literature, regardless of their 
language level, so that they are equipped to 
support all families in a meaningful way. We 
are reviewing our website and working with 
our new Inis editorial team to find the best 
way to cater for all our audiences. We will be 
examining our work with schools and how 
we can bring the vibrancy and richness of 
the Irish language into classrooms in a way 
that will excite and enthuse young readers 
to find a book in Irish that they will love, 
outside of what’s on the curriculum.

Most importantly, we are conscious of the 
need to constantly develop and to check 
in on progress – we’ll be looking to key 
partners for their feedback as we implement 
and build on our new policy. Talk to us – in 
English or Irish – if you have ideas to share, 
as we work towards lifting the invisibility 
cloak.

Elaina Ryan has a background in children’s 
publishing and holds an MLitt in publishing 
from University of Stirling. She is co-
artistic director, with Niamh Sharkey, 
of Towers and Tales, the Lismore Story 
Festival in County Waterford. She joined 
Children’s Books Ireland in 2013.
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Creating a new online children’s 
book festival during a global 
pandemic 
by Sarah Webb

if you build it, 
they will come
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What happens when you give 
twelve children’s writers and 
illustrators too much coffee 
at a Children’s Books Ireland 
virtual coffee morning? They 
go and create their own online 
children’s book festival called 
WonderFest! With over thirty 
different events for families and 
schools, it was a huge success. 
Member of the WonderFest 
team Sarah Webb tells us about 
the festival and how and why it 
was built.
In September 2020, Children’s Books 
Ireland held a virtual coffee morning for 
children’s writers and illustrators. Those 
attending talked about the challenges we 
were encountering – no book launches, 
no festivals, no school or library visits. No 
opportunities to meet our readers or to sell 
any books at events. No trips to sign new 
books in bookshops. 

For most Irish children’s writers and 
illustrators, events are a sizable part of 
their income. In 2019 roughly a third 
of my income came from school, library 
and festival events. But it’s not just about 
income: meeting our readers can play a 

vital role in our creative practice. We see 
at first-hand the impact our work can have 
on children and we are inspired to keep 
going, creating new work. More than once 
I’ve been directly inspired by a child in a 
workshop or at an event, or by a teacher, 
librarian or festival programmer. 

Events also give children’s writers and 
illustrators a chance to meet each other 
and to exchange experiences and ideas. 
Festivals are hubs for new friendships 
and new working partnerships. At their 
WonderFest event, Eoin Colfer and Oliver 
Jeffers explained how they’d first met at a 
book festival, the beginning of a wonderful 
creative friendship. 

Rather than focus on the negatives (and 
being an eternal optimist) I put a challenge 
to those attending the coffee morning: 
who wants to work together to deliver a 
digital festival and do something positive 
to promote books that came out in 2020? 
Eleven brave souls said yes. At that stage we 
had no idea how we’d do this – but the will 
and the enthusiasm were there in spades!

So WonderFest was born, a festival 
celebrating and promoting Irish children’s 
books, especially those published in 2020. 
At our first virtual meeting we quickly put 
together a festival team and allocated roles. 

From the start we wanted to make it as 
diverse and inclusive as possible, with 

Irish language events, a dedicated event 
for children with autism (free of charge), 
and workshops and events that might suit 
all ages from zero to twelve, plus their 
caregivers and teachers. Children’s Books 
Ireland added their Book Clinic to the mix 
and The O’Brien Press offered a free digital 
tour of their publishing house. 

At the first meeting we decided we would 
like to deliver all the events live, with some 
pre-recorded elements. There were two 
reasons for this decision. First, the writers 
and illustrators missed interacting with their 
readers at events and saw a way of getting 
some of this interaction back with live 
digital events. And second, several of our 
team had previously produced pre-recorded 
videos and had concerns about the time it 
took to prepare and make them and also 
copyright issues – the way they were being 
used and reused. So live it was! 

As a festival programmer with over 
twenty years’ experience, I took on the 
programming role, with input from the 
team. I contacted around sixty children’s 
writers, illustrators, editors, agents and 
experts and asked them to get involved. 
Pretty much everyone said yes. 

It was a festival built by artists for artists –  
an unusual thing – and we put our various 
talents to good use. Alan O’Rourke 
designed and created the website and also 
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took on a technical role for the events. Eve 
McDonnell was our spreadsheet queen, 
producing a mind-boggling amount of 
carefully constructed spreadsheets; without 
them the festival could not have run. 

Mary Murphy designed the festival’s jaunty 
whale logo, and Ashwin Chacko edited 
videos for social media and designed posters. 
Patricia Forde offered to chair a whopping 
number of events, and Alan Nolan produced 
design work, including a timetable. Tara 
McDarby bravely took on all the social 
media, Muireann Ní Chíobháin helped 
with digital training, and Úna Woods, 
Dawn Nolan and Nicola Pierce gave a huge 
amount of design work, help and support. 
Laureate na nÓg Áine Ní Ghlinn gave us 
her valuable blessing and support. 

Once the programming was completed we 
needed to work out how best to host the 
events and what digital platform to use. 
As we did not have the funding to bring 
in an audio-visual company at that stage, 
we looked at ways of doing this ourselves. 
Our weekly festival meetings were on 
Zoom so we were all comfortable with the 
platform. We also looked at Crowdcast and 
other platforms but in the end decided to 
stick with Zoom Pro for the workshops 
and Zoom Webinar for the larger events, 
as it gave us more control when it came to 
safeguarding. 

I then got in touch with Peter Salisbury, 
who kindly agreed to help on the technical 
side and to host many of our larger events 
as a technical manager. Nearer the festival I 
also added Hillary Dziminski to the team, 
an experienced creative producer; Alan 
O’Rourke, Alan Nolan and Ivan O’Brien 
from The O’Brien Press were also allocated 
technical roles. Stephanie Dickenson did 
our PR, arranging a photo call and securing 
mentions in The Sunday Times, The Irish 
Times and in other newspapers and on radio 
stations. 

Digital events are largely new to the festival 
world and we wanted to do all we could to 
get the online child protection and safety 
right. Poetry Ireland and Children’s Books 
Ireland both helped greatly in this area with 
advice and information.

We launched the festival in late October and 
tickets went on sale in early November via 
Pavilion Theatre, who also stepped in to pay 
all our artists – a real gesture of solidarity 
and support. Children’s Books Ireland again 
gave advice and administrative help, and the 
Arts Council gave us a Literature Project 
Award to help cover all our costs. 

Over the course of three days, twenty-
nine classes (over 800 children) took part 
in the festival, plus almost a thousand 
families (2,000 to 3,000 children) – a huge 
achievement for year-one of any festival! 

Families from all over the world tuned 
in, from Dubai, America, Germany and 
Brussels, to the UK and France. Books were 
sold through our twelve partner bookshops 
all over Ireland, and children’s booksellers 
took part in our Discover Books of Wonder 
event. 

It was a huge amount of work but it has also 
been a positive, life-affirming experience 
for all of us. It kept our spirits up and kept 
us all connected during an uncertain and 
difficult time. We achieved our goal – to 
promote Irish children’s books in 2020 – 
and we made new friends and learned new 
skills along the way. 

Feedback from the 
Festival Team 

Eve McDonnell – author
That day, as we discreetly stared and 
growled into our 2020 mugs at one of the 
Children’s Books Ireland coffee mornings, 
Sarah Webb asked who would be interested 
in helping put a digital festival together. 
Her passion, optimism and energy fired its 
way across the screen like a current; one 
hand went up to say yes, then another and 
then mine. Could something come of this? we 
wondered. And How on earth could début-
me be of any help? I worried. As it turns out, 
book festivals are made up of four main 
things: determination, kindness, creativity 
and, lo and behold, spreadsheets. ‘I can do 
that!’ I said, and was henceforth labelled 
‘Spreadsheet Queen’. My crown awarded me 
a bird’s eye view of the festival – from PR, 
finance and programming to web design, 
IT and speaker liaison. I was at the hub 
of the operation, and it was a spectacular 
place to be. Watching the growing team 
of new friends use their creative hats to 
solve problems at weekly meetings was an 
inspiration, and seeing how that teamwork 
culminated in top-class events from 
vampires and monsters to a brilliance of 
booksellers was a joy to witness. WonderFest 
friends, I had a whale of a time!

Mary Murphy – picturebook creator, 
author and illustrator
Following that fateful Children’s Books 
Ireland coffee morning, I instinctively 
said yes to being involved with something 
so positive emerging from COVID-19. I 
developed the WonderFest logo and was so 
taken with this willing, supportive, creative 
team that I gladly did more: editing, 
uploading onto the website – like everyone, 
I did whatever I could. The WonderFest 
journey has made me feel part of a strong, 
generous community, with inspiring 

leadership. A hand seemed to shoot up and 
say ‘I’ll do that!’ to every single request. It’s 
easily the best committee I’ve ever been on. 
The highlight of my experience was working 
with such an incredible team and getting 
to know some lovely people. I learned a lot: 
about Zoom, how to make my events better 
and more. A festival highlight was seeing 
the happiness for children and authors in 
meeting and interacting. We miss that so 
much!

Patricia Forde – author
It started with us weeping into our virtual 
coffees and cursing the pandemic that had 
banished our 2020 books to the wilderness 
and Sarah Webb suggesting we do 
something about it. WonderFest was born.

Our team was made up of authors and 
illustrators but they were so much more 
than that. They were PR gurus and 
technical wizards, fabulous designers 
and spreadsheet makers, as well as one 
superb programmer. Before I knew it, I 
had agreed to chair five separate events 
and had started on a mad couple of weeks 
of reading and researching. When the 
first day of the festival dawned, I was 
surprised to find that I was really nervous, 
untethered on the waves of the internet 
while sitting in my study in Moycullen. 
But the technical people were always there, 
calm and reassuring, alongside the event 
manager and administrative assistants, and 
before I knew it, I was welcoming people 
to WonderFest and the first event was under 
way. My highlight of the festival? Taking a 
break to watch Mary Murphy enthral the 
smallest people on a Sunday morning. But 
my personal highlight was hanging out with 
the best of good people, sharing our passion 
for books.

Alan O’Rourke – author and 
illustrator
I was shanghaied on a Children’s Books 
Ireland coffee morning. While working 
on my début book I thought it would be a 
good idea to try normal human interaction 
during the lockdown. I blame a lack of 
morning coffee and the promise of revealing 
super-juicy secrets behind the children’s 
book world. Before I could sign off on a 
normal Zoom tour through someone’s 
bedroom/studio I was virtually blindfolded 
and carried away to a secret meeting. Faces 
were dark on screen, like a BBC Panorama 
exposé. I was grilled for what felt like 
minutes on what my skills were and then I 
was branded ‘The Web Guy’. And I mean 
branded. We all had to get Mary Murphy’s 
beautiful tattoo on our arms. I love the 
colours. I was told, ‘You’re one of us now.’ 
Then started ten weeks of hell. Forced to 
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listen to creative ideas from funny and 
lovely people, offering insightful experience 
and practical but ambitious solutions to run 
a virtual children’s event for schools and 
families across the country – and, as it turns 
out, across the world. On the day, tied to my 
chair, I had to listen to entertaining masters 
like Mary Murphy, Patricia Forde, Oliver 
Jeffers and Chris Haughton. Have you ever 
tried doing the monkey dance while tied to 
a chair? And my eyes (and soul) were force-
fed funny artwork from the likes of Oisín 
McGann, Margaret Anne Suggs and John 
Kane. At least, in the end, I got to learn the 
inside gossip. The underbelly you never see 
in children’s literature. The secrets? That it 
is all run by a team of amazing, humble, 
talented, selfless and just genuinely all-over 
beautiful people who love to create with 
kids. Never again!

Oh, another Children’s Books Ireland coffee 
morning invite ...

Alan Nolan – author and illustrator
When I was a kid there was a children’s TV 
programme called Bagpuss, about a saggy, 
baggy toy cat who lived in the window of 
an Edwardian-era shop, surrounded by 
other battered, banged-up toys and oddities. 
Every once in a while this ragbag troupe 
would be visited by a little girl called Emily 
and something magical would happen – 
Bagpuss and all his friends would come to 
life! Ragdolls would stretch their arms to 
the sky, toy toads would sing sea shanties 
and, best of all, small wooden mice would 
crank up an amazing clockwork storytelling 
device known as the Marvellous Mechanical 
Mouse Organ. For those ten weeks in 
2020, I felt like one of those mice, helping, 
with all the other mice, to turn the crank 
on the marvellous machine that brought 
WonderFest to life. The WonderFest Mouse 
Organ was creaky to begin with – it had 
been in cold COVID-19 storage since 
March, after all – but us mice managed to 
get those wonky cogs up and running, and 
the machine was soon broadcasting our 
stories, books and shanties across Ireland 
and beyond. It’s been a pleasure to be part 
of WonderFest – a nicer, more good-natured 
and more cheerfully efficient company of 
mice would be very hard to find. Now I’m 
just left wondering if Sarah Webb is  
Emily … or if she’s Bagpuss?

Muireann Ní Chíobháin – scríbhneoir
I remember that Children’s Books Ireland 
coffee morning as if it were yesterday. Those 
virtual cuppas were always a welcome 
highlight in my lockdown week. Looking at 
a Brady Bunch screen of Irish talent trapped 
in their little Zoom squares, unable to bring 
their new work to their readers, I, like so 

many others, felt moved to do something. 
Many of us wistfully offered what-ifs. 
Was there anything we could do? Would 
we be bonkers enough to pull together to 
celebrate the books of 2020 in some way? 
But as my grandmother always said, ‘If ifs 
and ands were pots and pans, you’d never 
make a dinner!’ Sarah Webb turned our 
ifs and ands into ‘let’s make plans’. The 
WonderFest meitheal was formed. I was 
honoured to work alongside all of these 
artists and writers, and though many of us 
have never actually met outside the confines 
of our computer screens, we are now not 
only champions of children’s books, but also 
firm friends.  

Nicola Pierce – author
The idea – Ireland’s first online digital 
children’s book festival – was a supernova,

a starburst moment during a Children’s 
Books Ireland virtual coffee morning.

Just about all of us had a book out or 
coming out and could not do much about it.

And whatever about wanting our individual 
work to shine, there was the bigger picture 
in the shadows: our publishers, their staff 
and our bookshops near and far.

Doors were closing all over the island but 
that meant space to prompt, to create.

A challenge. Oh, we’re used to those!

And, you see, we always close our doors to 
mould dreams into something other.

I bow to passion wherever I find it and this 
festival was generated by nothing else. Oh, 
Sarah hoped for sponsors and an audience, 
but first there was only her and us, and the 
sheer audacity of wanting to launch tens of 
new books,

in just three days.

In bleakest November.

Really, it was quite

wonderful.

Ashwin Chacko – author and 
illustrator
I was thrilled when Sarah invited me to be 
a part of WonderFest. As an immigrant and 
a new author–illustrator in the children’s 
books arena, this gave me a fantastic 
opportunity to meet other creatives in 
the field. It allowed me to feel the pulse 
of this small but vibrant and supportive 
community. The festival itself was fantastic, 
well planned and executed. We need more 
events like this that spread some joy and 
warmth in a world that feels dire. I think 
the best part of the whole festival was 
feeling that I wasn’t alone and I was part of 
a larger family. 

Úna Woods – author and illustrator
I got involved in the festival on a Children’s 
Books Ireland coffee morning – I thought 
the idea of an online children’s book festival 
sounded great. I had really missed all the 
festivals and events that didn’t happen 
last year so I was very excited to be part of 
something. I loved helping out and meeting 
up each week virtually with everyone as 
the festival evolved. I learnt so much from 
the amazing team and also made some 
great new friends. It was so exciting to be 
part of other people’s events, and it was 
extra special for me to take part in some 
events too. This meant so much to me as 
I felt like I was able to celebrate my début 
picturebook. It was so exciting to take part 
in the virtual workshops with children 
and see how they were so excited about the 
different books in the festival and how they 
loved to ask the authors and illustrators 
their own questions. For me, the highlight 
was having so much fun with everyone from 
the moment the festival was suggested to the 
actual festival weekend. It felt like such a 
fun adventure.

Sinéad O’Hart – author 
I wasn’t part of the Original Twelve, the 
group who dreamt the WonderFest up, but 
when I heard that a fully digital children’s 
literature festival was being planned, I 
knew I wanted to help. The brilliant Eve 
McDonnell found me a job answering 
email and then asked could I handle 
administrative duties during the festival 
itself. Sure! I told her, crossing my fingers 
that I’d be up to the challenge. It was a 
privilege to be part of this history-making 
adventure. Not only did I learn new skills 
(Zoom, anyone?) and have a front-row seat 
at some of the most interesting, fun and 
frankly sickeningly clever workshops from 
creators like Máire Zepf, Paddy Donnelly, 
Sadhbh Devlin, Patricia Forde and more, 
but I got to meet and work with a bunch of 
the most committed, talented and funny 
people around. Kidlit folk are the best, and 
the WonderFest crew are the best of the 
best. Thanks to them all for having me.   

Marianne McShane – author
I was so thrilled to be asked to take 
part – I couldn’t have had a warmer 
welcome from the Irish children’s 
books community. Thank you all! And, 
having jumped in at the eleventh hour as 
an extra admin volunteer, I know now that 
there’s no need to be intimidated by the 
scary technical stuff, especially with Alan 
O’Rourke working his magic behind the 
scenes, Sarah and Eve unfailingly calm and 
competent, and everyone there to help. 



Thank You
Thank you to Children’s Books Ireland for 
their wisdom and kindness. They supported 
WonderFest from the start and we are so 
grateful for all their support in 2020 – a 
year no one will ever forget! 

Thank you to Pavilion Theatre for paying 
our artists and running our box office 
and to the Arts Council for their financial 
support, making it possible to pay for 
technical support, design work, marketing 
and publicity and other important items – 
the festival wouldn’t have run without our 
funders and supporters.

To Peter Salisbury and Hillary Dziminski, 
who were so helpful and kind, and 
Stephanie Dickenson, who helped bring the 
festival to a wider audience. 

Thank you to the more-than-sixty speakers 
who agreed to take part in WonderFest 
and threw themselves into delivering some 
remarkable events.

And finally to the WonderFest team and 
additional volunteers and helpers. If I was 
stuck on a desert island, I’d want every one 
of you with me! 
Sarah Webb is an award-winning 
children’s writer and creative writing 
teacher, a children’s book reviewer 
and children’s programmer for the 
International Literature Festival 
Dublin and the Museum of Literature 
Ireland (MoLI).
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Author Shane Hegarty takes 
us through his writing career 
to date, lockdown life and his 
hopes of getting back in front 
of young readers, ‘the greatest 
audience a writer can have’.
by Shane  Hegar ty
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It’s been ten years since I had an idea for a 
children’s book – a half-formed notion while 
sitting on the floor of a train as it pulled in 
to Connolly Station and which I had no idea 
would take me on quite a journey.
That idea – about a boy who had to fight 
monsters just because that’s what his family 
had always done – became four books in the 
Darkmouth series. A new series about a lost 
robot, Boot, has followed. More stories are 
on the way. I hope that a good deal before 
ten years has passed since my first children’s 
book was published, my tenth will be on the 
shelves.
I’ve thought about things a lot recently. 
Everyone has, I presume. Many writers for 
sure. Up until not so long ago, the life of a 
children’s writer was generally split between 
two contrasting modes. You were either in a 
small room trying to mine your imagination 
for ideas, plots, characters, story and some 
semblance of structure to place them in – or 
you were larking about in a school, library, 
bookshop or festival while young readers 
lobbed questions, jokes and ideas at you. 
Sometimes the ideas were so good you 
couldn’t help but encourage them to write 
them up – or quietly promise to steal them 
for yourself.
For obvious reasons, the world has changed 
and the writer’s life has withdrawn 
dramatically. The small room is where it 
all happens now. The writing. The ‘visits’ 
(thanks to Zoom). The thinking. The 
planning. The worrying. The bursts of 
creativity that fill your world with colour and 
make it all worthwhile.
My latest book, Boot: The Creaky Creatures, 
was published recently, and between that 
occasion and the ongoing pandemic I’ve 
found myself thinking back to what was, 
imagining what might be, and tallying the 
lessons learned. Here are a selection of those, 
starting with one that feels somewhat surreal 
to me.

LESSON 1: It often feels as if someone 
else wrote my books
Look, I know I wrote them. I was there 
after all. My name is on the spines of the 
books on the shelf behind me now. The 
characters written in their pages came from 
my head, the ideas made real after moments 
of clarity, inspiration, relief or desperation. I 
can remember changing a nappy when one 
idea for a Darkmouth plot hit me. In fact, 
I remember vividly where I was when the 
entire basis for that first book of my career 
occurred to me – sitting on the floor of that 
busy train as it pulled into Dublin’s Connolly 
Station. It felt like a eureka moment. (And 
then I had to get up and it felt like my legs 
had lost all their blood supply from sitting on 
a hard floor for too long.)

My computer is clogged up with various 
manuscripts, half-started stories, thrown-out 
ideas. Buried in my email inbox are many 
correspondences with my editors about what 
was working in Boot or Darkmouth and 
what wasn’t working, and gentle questions 
about why I hadn’t got rid of the things 
that weren’t working and would never work. 
And buried in actual boxes in my office 
are piles of printouts I’m keeping for who-
knows-what reasons. I mean, obviously the 
country’s major universities and libraries will 
no doubt fight for my archives someday, but 
until then they’re just footrests. 
But when I see those books, it seems kind 
of daft that I’ve managed to write each one 
of them. Seven children’s books in all, plus 
two history books that preceded them (one 
co-written with Fintan O’Toole, and I’m not 
going to claim to have been the genius of 
that partnership).
It’s not just that it feels a bit unreal, it’s 
that I have forgotten large chunks of what’s 
actually in some of them. Sometimes a 
reader will ask me about some plot twist or 
character and I will struggle to remember 
what on earth they are talking about. 
I now know this to be common among 
writers. A young adult writer once shared 
with me an experience in which a reader 
asked her why two characters got married 
in her first book and she dismissed it as a 
complete misreading of the book – until 
she checked it herself and discovered the 
characters had indeed married and she, the 
writer, had no memory of this happening at 
all. 
When you write a book, a strange thing 
happens. You are in that story. Completely. 
For a long, long time. And then a stranger 
thing happens: you move on to another 
story. And it takes a long time for you to 
revisit it in any way. And if you leave it 
long enough, then you can read it (pages, 
a chapter here and there) at a remove that 
makes you feel close to what it must be like 
to be a reader fresh to your book.  

LESSON 2: Your journey is yours 
alone
Everyone’s journey begins at a different 
starting point and a different time. My 
journey didn’t begin with false starts, but a 
combination of a no-start and a detour. 
I had always wanted to write a novel. When 
younger I had, typically, wanted to write 
a serious novel. A generational novel. An 
Irish novel. Obviously, that never happened. 
Not only did it never happen, it didn’t even 
threaten to happen. Oh, I had planned to 
write it. I hadn’t planned what it would be, 
as such, but I knew it would be Great. Yes, 
with a capital G. 

In 1999, I went travelling around the world 
with a little handheld pre-mobile-phone 
computer thing that cost a few quid. This 
was going to house an opus, a fine work 
written on the finest beaches. Anyway, 
the beaches won out over any work. The 
computer survived the journey unharmed 
and generally unused. I still have it in a 
box somewhere, I think. It represents an 
idea that was best left untended, but which 
nevertheless nagged at me: I wanted to write 
stories. 
I did just that, but in a different form. I 
became a journalist, fulfilling an ambition 
to write for The Irish Times and somehow 
sliding in there to become an editor as 
well as a reporter and columnist. It was a 
wonderful job, allowing me a chance to be 
creative on a daily basis, to follow ideas, to 
establish a writing style, to edit others’ work. 
I’d never trained as a journalist – there is 
a sense these days that you need to have a 
third-level degree, but in 2000 there was still 
a sense that you could pretty much show up 
with an idea and find yourself in a job.
Yet, if there was a flipside, it was that, over 
time, as I wrote pieces based on fact, I began 
to convince myself that fiction would be too 
hard. I decided I couldn’t access whatever 
part of the brain gave freedom to the 
imagination. If it wasn’t in front of me and 
describable, then I didn’t know how to see it.
Ultimately, I would need a kick. I would 
need to be forced into it. I would need 
to reach a dead-end and effectively be 
faced with no option but to write a novel. 
Eventually, well into my thirties, that came 
along.
I started on a novel.
And the reason for it? 
Laziness.

LESSON 3: There are always reasons 
not to do something, so find the 
reason to over-rule them all
OK, laziness wasn’t exactly the whole 
motivation. But it was a decent part of it.
I had written the two history books – the 
second launched well and then sold badly – 
and I was keen to write another book. But 
there was a snag. I had twins on the way, an 
addition to the two children we already had. 
These were not ideal circumstances for the 
researching and writing of another history 
book – even if I was influenced hugely by 
the Bill Bryson school of learning as much 
as possible about something you know 
nothing about and sharing the good stuff in 
a readable way. 
History books take endless hours of library 
time, interview time, sifting through notes, 
and then – finally – you get to the writing. 
In other words, they take work. And I had 
enough of that between family and job. 
No, I wanted the quick way out.
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There was no avoiding it. I had finally 
run out of excuses to do the one thing I 
had always wanted to do but told myself 
wouldn’t be possible. I would have to try 
fiction. 
It didn’t take long to realise it would be 
children’s fiction. I had always wanted to 
write a story in the spirit of my favourite 
book, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, 
and as my then six-year-old son had grown, 
I’d realised that fun, ambition, fantasy, 
heart, absurdity, humanity, jokes, drama, 
twists, turns and everything in between 
could be found in children’s books (as well as 
TV and movies).
And if I was going to write, it had to be fun 
for me first. After that, I hoped it would be 
fun for my son to read whenever he reached 
that stage. And if it was fun for anyone else –  
especially anyone who thought it worthy of 
publishing – then that would be enough.
My wife Maeve reminds me of how much I 
lived by this philosophy when I started out. 
She reminds me every time I complain about 
some aspect of the writing life now. Which 
means she reminds me a lot. But she’s right 
to.
I should also mention that my wife was 
remarkably supportive and patient when 
I was writing Darkmouth. When in early 
January of 2013 an interested agent, 
Marianne Gunn O’Connor, showed 
enthusiasm for the opening chapters, she 
asked me when I could send her a finished 
draft. 
Easter, I replied. 
That was crazy at the best of the times. 
It was especially crazy because we were 
somewhat busy with newborn twins.
A few weeks later, when I had two weeks’ 
holiday from The Irish Times, Maeve told me 
to leave for the National Library every day, 
just like it was the office, and work a nine-to-
five to break the back of the book. Even now, 
I can’t quite believe that support. It changed 
everything.
By the way, you wouldn’t believe the amount 
of people in the National Library who are 
just there to write books/plays/films. It’s a 
glorious place to work. 
Which brings me neatly to the next  
lesson …

LESSON 4: The world is your writing 
room
When I first started writing, I realised I 
could write anywhere. And would.
I know writers who can only write in very 
specific places at specific times. There are 
some who only hit the keyboard when 
everyone else is in bed or who can only get 
their creative flow going when they have a 
deadline yesterday. There are others who can 

only write in their specific writing room, 
with no noise, no music, no distractions, 
nothing but ideal conditions.
I started writing my book on a train, and 
then in The Irish Times canteen, and over 
in the National Library, and on my lap in 
waiting rooms and … well, wherever there 
was an opportunity to write. I realised I 
could write even if there were people talking 
or plates clinking or whatever else might 
be going on outside of my own bubble of 
imagination.
It was, I suppose, a result of years of 
journalism, which required working on the 
fly, filling pages regardless of your mood or 
whatever else was going on in your life and 
your head. I specifically remember writing a 
TV review to deadline – and with the usual 
leaning towards weak jokes – in between 
hearing tragic news about a friend and going 
to see her in hospital. 
I’m certainly not saying you need to be cold-
hearted, but when writing for children –  
piling high adventures and fantasy, jokes and 
absurdity (sometimes on one page) –  
there are times when you really need to 
compartmentalise, to shut away the world 
outside and concentrate on the world in your 
head.
In some way, we all have practice of this. 
We did it as kids, retreating into our 
imaginations while the adult world was 
stressed or collapsing around us. As a writer, 
sometimes you have to find that room in 
your head and lock yourself in it.
Speaking of which …

LESSON 5: The lockdown showed me 
what I took for granted
I was in a school near Blackpool, England, 
on 12 March, doing the last event of a week-
long tour for the publication of Boot: The 
Rusty Rescue. As a boarding school, they were 
worrying about whether pupils would be able 
to go home for the Easter break. The event 
was interrupted by someone telling us Irish 
schools were closing. For two weeks. I flew 
home that evening to an eerily quiet Dublin 
airport and a changed world.
I haven’t done a school visit since. Or a 
library visit. Or an in-person festival event. 
Or a bookshop talk. Or anything that has 
involved sitting down and signing books 
for a line of eager young readers. I had no 
idea when I started writing for children 
how much of the job involved meeting your 
readers. What has been done since has been 
online, but to see the diary so frighteningly 
blank is something.
The immediate period before lockdown had 
been extraordinarily busy – thirty events in 
thirty days – largely for Boot: Small Robot, 
Big Adventure, which had been chosen as the 

UNESCO Dublin City of Literature/Dublin 
City Libraries Citywide Read. 
It was a huge privilege and every moment 
of it was a joy – young readers, enthusiastic 
teachers, wonderful libraries and librarians. 
I was lucky then, and the subsequent 
lockdown made me realise just how blessed I 
was that it happened at all.
But since then, the quiet has been profound. 
Life’s colours have been muted. I miss 
that giddy exhaustion of doing a run of 
events with young readers whose unfiltered 
excitement fuels you to keep going. The 
online events have been great, but the days 
cannot come quick enough when the writing 
life once again leads us directly to the 
greatest audience writers can have. 

LESSON 6: If you want to write, you 
have to just write
And yet, the single biggest lesson is also the 
single biggest cliché.
You can think about it. You can fantasise 
about it. You can plan and plot and put it 
off until the mood strikes. But ultimately, 
you have to sit down and do it. That’s true at 
the beginning. It’s true every time you start 
a book. It’s true of every chapter and every 
page. 
You have to write and you have to keep 
writing, even when you feel that initial 
momentum wane. Even when you’re wading 
through plot quicksand or have found 
yourself lost in a dead-end. Sometimes 
writing might mean deleting and starting 
from a new point. But as the saying goes, 
every story has a Beginning, a Muddle and 
an End. You have to muddle through.
Once you’ve done that, and if things work 
out well, sooner or later you’ll find yourself 
at a point along the journey where you’ll 
wonder how on earth you managed to write 
all those words, create all those characters, 
figure out all those plot dead-ends – and, 
best of all, you’ll  have found all those 
readers who know your stories better than 
you.

Shane Hegarty is a former journalist and 
editor of The Irish Times and worked in 
radio and the music business. He is the 
author of the bestselling middle-grade 
series Darkmouth and the Boot series for 
younger readers.
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Books, emotions,  
motherhood and troost
by Tarsila Krüse

the world of 
Eva Eland
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Against a background of a wide assortment 
of books, next to a beautifully displayed 
acoustic guitar and a Brazilian cavaquinho, 
Dutch author and illustrator Eva Eland 
opened up her Zoom screen and carved out 
some time in her busy schedule to let us have 
a peek inside her life and creative process, 
from childhood observations to making 
books that connect with people.

Eva is the creator of When Sadness Comes 
to Call – winner of the 2020 Klaus Flugge 
Prize – and Where Happiness Begins, both 
published by Andersen Press. Her 
picturebooks are endearing, with words 
that are carefully crafted and artwork that 
is made in organic and expressive lines. Her 
intentional use of pacing, characters and 
limited colour palette speak volumes about 
the message she aims to get across, one of 
understanding our emotions, ourselves, and 
finding solace. ‘In Dutch, there’s a word that 
lies between comfort and consolation, it’s 
called troost’ she says. ‘My wish was to make 
something that could comfort and would 
address dealing with difficult emotions, like 
a hug in book form.’

Eva is currently back in the Netherlands 
with her husband and their five-month-
old daughter after living for four years in 
Cambridge, where she earned an MA with 
distinction in children’s book illustration 
from the Cambridge School of Art in 2018. 
The move was nudged by Brexit, but mainly 
so they could be closer to family.

Her interest in exploring her own emotions 
began long before she considered making 
books. As a little girl growing up through 
Waldorf education in the Netherlands, 
Eva felt like she was living in a paradoxical 
world, simultaneously being sheltered 
from the outside and with lots of space for 
creativity and exploration. ‘I often felt very 
lonely,’ she recalls. ‘I had all these feelings 
and didn’t know what to do with them. 
Emotions can be very complicated.’ Her 
own childhood experience and her aim to 
create troost also stem from the knowledge 
that children sometimes feel responsible for 
the world around them. ‘As a child you want 
your parents to be happy and you don’t want 
to be a burden. That can lead to feelings 
of guilt, shame and withdrawal. I wanted 
to make something that would be helpful 
to children.’ As a young woman she did an 
exchange programme in the School of Visual 
Arts in New York and saw it as a time of big 
changes and challenges both physically and 
emotionally. ‘Most young adults deal with 
lots of new emotions, things buried in our 
minds,’ she says. ‘It is important to open up 
and talk about those big feelings, as one can 
feel all alone without realising that everyone 
else is going through the same things.’ She 
points out, ‘When we don’t address our 
feelings, they can grow bigger and start to 
live a life of their own.’

During her final year of audio-visual 
design at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in 
Amsterdam, Eva explored her intentions 
as an art maker and developed a project 
that directly connected with an audience. 
‘I felt a bit deflated about art at that time. 
It felt distant and like it didn’t connect 
with people, so I considered: how can 
I communicate more directly with an 
audience and offer comfort through my art?’ 
The seminal idea of troost, both consolation 
and comfort, present so strongly in her 
current books, was already stirring inside her 
mind.

The project aimed to offer people tailor-made 
comfort. During a group exposition in a 
church, people were interviewed or asked 
to fill out forms about times in their lives 
when they needed and offered solace. Eva 
also curated a ‘consolation programme’ in 
which she invited other artists, a philosopher 
and musicians to offer consolation for a 
wider audience. She remembers, ‘eventually 
the project culminated in an inventory of 
consolation in the form of an illustrated 
book that compiled, categorised and listed 
all the information. It also became part of 
my final exam project.’

Later, while obtaining her MA in the UK, 
Eva further developed her curiosity in 
taking stock of such emotions, choosing 
the picturebook as her preferred medium. 
‘The picturebook is a brilliant medium to 
communicate and connect. I’ve always loved 
books. They are tactile, direct and a shared 
experience. I also like that reading is a little 
collaboration, because you always depend 
on the reader and they can make the book 
their own. It is not just a piece of art that 
exists on a white wall. There’s also a magic 
thing in turning the pages and it is all based 
in sequential storytelling.’ So Eva began her 
journey in creating a Manual for Unwelcome 
or Unwanted Guests. ‘It was based on an old 
idea I scribbled down years ago. It started 
with a question; that is how I often start my 
work,’ Eva explains. ‘What would a manual 
for an unwanted guest, such as sadness, look 
like? If it called in unexpectedly, what would 
one do?’ She started off by investigating how 
to make comforting illustrations, but quickly 
realised that she would need to understand 
these ‘difficult emotions’ first and chose 
to explore them in her sketchbook, as 
characters. ‘I have the desire to understand 
things first in order to make something, 
and sadness was the emotion that was most 
familiar to me.’

In 2017, Eva brought her dummy to the 
Bologna Children’s Book Fair, where 
Andersen Press took notice of her work. Her 
MA project was the rough blueprint of When 
Sadness Comes to Call. ‘All the ingredients 
were there,’ she says. ‘The character of 
Sadness was already there when I drew my 
very first sketch – it already had its shape. 
I had made a blob just to get started and 

thought of developing it later, but it ended 
up that it was already the character it needed 
to be.’

On maturing her work, she reflects that 
knowing her subject deeply ultimately 
helped her process. ‘My book is my own 
understanding of sadness and I explored 
many ways to express it. I wanted to create 
troost and address that difficult emotion, so I 
looked for images, colours and compositions 
that conveyed those.’ Eva also says that 
she used white space as a device for her 
storytelling as well as to open space for the 
emotion to exist.

‘I organically dive deep into the subject. I 
talk to people, I read, write and draw a lot, 
and it grows very big and explodes a little. 
Then I have to find a way to edit things 
and bring them back to the original idea.’ 
In her creative process she makes deep 
studies and switches between drawing and 
writing in tandem. ‘It is quite a long process 
and there is a lot I usually want to fit in 
a picturebook that is only twelve spreads 
long.’ She also explains that working with 
a publisher entails having another editing 
process altogether. ‘I had to pare things 
down again with the art director and the 
editor. We looked at flow and had to make 
some compromises, leaving some things out, 
but there’s always hope that the book will 
keep its essence, and I managed to use the 
endpapers to fit things I couldn’t otherwise.’ 

Everything about her work has been 
considered. The handwritten font was 
developed based on lettering by Rebecca 
Garrill, the art director. ‘It was a 
collaboration. Rebecca sent me a mock-up of 
the cover and I developed the font based on 
that.’ Eva’s choices for colour and printing 
are also very much intentional. ‘I took my 
time to experiment with the medium and 
chose to work with risograph printing [a 
process of screen printing that prints one 
colour at a time, building up layers of 
colour to create the image] because of its 
textures and translucency. For most of the 
book, I used a brown that I love called flat 
gold because it is grounding and warm. I 
also wanted a colour that was contrasting 
for Sadness but there was only blue and teal 
available and they weren’t a good match. 
The teal was too heavy and the blue was too 
cold. I wanted Sadness to be both bittersweet 
and non-threatening and I looked for a 
green, but it didn’t exist, so we ended up 
choosing specific Pantone colours [a system 
for matching colours, used in specifying 
printing inks] and that was quite exciting! 
The coral pink colour was chosen to convey 
warmth and life. In Where Happiness 
Begins the fluorescent orange and yellow 
were chosen to convey joy and happiness and 
together with the blue I could create a more 
varied colour palette, which I felt was needed 
for the subject, compared with the minimal 
use of colours in When Sadness Comes to 
Call.’  
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Eva believes that When Sadness Comes to 
Call and Where Happiness Begins are tools for 
adults as well. ‘If you don’t deal with your 
emotions, the older you get the further you 
become from the relationship with those 
feelings and ways of connecting. These 
books can hopefully show adults that they 
don’t need to make emotions a difficult 
subject. Emotions can be present and it is 
important to open up, talk about them and 
know that it is OK to be vulnerable. You 
can’t hide those feelings from children, and 
if you don’t learn how to deal with them, the 
child might find it difficult to learn how to 
deal with them as well.’ She acknowledges 
that it can be hard for adults to see children 
dealing with sadness but also reassures 
that ‘it is important to give children space 
and compassion and let them develop the 
resilience to sit with their emotions’. 

Eva is also an advocate for mental health, 
and to take care of her own she goes on long 
walks to enjoy the fresh air. She also shares 
how becoming a mother has affected her. ‘I 
didn’t expect how much impact childbirth 
would have on me, and thankfully now I 
have the emotional maturity to realise that I 
can ask for help. So much is expected of new 
mothers, to do everything by themselves, 
leading to self-doubt, shame and guilt, but 
I know I can talk about these emotions and 
go through them too. I know that if I look 
after myself I can look after my baby better.’ 
She feels she is constantly learning how 
to deal with different life experiences and 
recognises that raising a child and making 
books at the same time requires a lot of 
juggling. ‘Time is very interrupted between 
breastfeeding and both of us trying to work 
from home. Our daughter is still small and 
I am trying to find a way to have enough 

space and time to create, but I get constantly 
pulled out of it.’ She finds that revisiting her 
books and reading reviews of her work have 
helped her gain a deeper understanding of 
motherhood too. ‘I am still learning so much 
and sometimes I may go back to a point of 
struggle and I think, Oh, my books are so 
much wiser than I am! Sometimes I forget 
my own advice.’

When asked about her own favourite 
children’s books, Eva couldn’t quite pick 
one, much like a child in a candy store 
unfairly asked to pick only one sweet. ‘I love 
the work of Bruno Munari,’ she says. ‘I like 
his way of thinking and how he incorporates 
things from different areas into his work. It’s 
all very playful and beautifully designed, but 
I also love the work of Beatrice Alemagna, 
Shaun Tan, Chris Haughton and many 
others.’

Eva says there will be another book coming 
out with Andersen Press soon. ‘I am 
currently working on a third book but it is 
something else. The “emotion books” tend 
to be a lot of work as I fully go in them. 
Where Happiness Begins was the hardest one 
yet, and for me to cover the basic emotions 
I would at some point probably have to 
address anger and fear, but I don’t feel like 
going there now. I am thinking about it, but 
not at the moment. This new book won’t 
be so much like a manual, as I am working 
more on the narrative side of it. Perhaps it 
will be for smaller children – let’s see!’

Eva’s daughter begins to whimper in 
the background. It is time to end our 
conversation and give them both space so 
they can work with their own connection, 
one that Eva highlights so beautifully 
through her work, the ultimate troost. 

Tarsila Krüse is an award-winning 
children’s book illustrator born in Brazil 
and Irish at heart. She has illustrated 
several published books, including Ná 
Gabh ar Scoil!, Bí ag Spraoi Liom!, Percy 
Péacóg, Bliain na nAmhrán – all by Futa 
Fata, and My Little Album of Dublin, 
published by The O’Brien Press. Tarsila 
loves picturebooks and cappuccinos and 
lives in a house with a yellow door in 
Dublin with her husband, son and two 
little dogs, Pixel and Tag. She is also the 
creator of the artwork for the recent 
Children’s Books Ireland Mind Yourself 
campaign about books for young people 
dealing with subjects under the broad 
titles of mental health and wellbeing. See 
more of her work at www.tarsilakruse.com
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It’s a new year, and in your hands 
you have a new issue of Inis featuring 
forty-four reviews compiled by a new 
editorial team. The challenges posed 
by COVID-19 have resulted in a new 
way of reviewing too and, as our first 
order of business in our first issue 
as reviews editors, we would like to 
sincerely thank our reviewers, who have 
pivoted with us to an entirely digital 
process. Their f lexibility, dedication 
and forbearance have made this issue 
possible. Go raibh maith agaibh.
January is a quiet, contemplative time 
of year, and perhaps this year we’re 
especially glad to be opening that new 
calendar or diary, with all the hope and 
renewed resolve those bright, blank 
pages represent. The titles featured in 

this issue for the 0–9 age range echo 
that sentiment – there’s a seam of 
hope and resilience running through 
the selection. There’s poetry, prose, 
picturebooks and non-fiction that 
contemplate and celebrate life in some 
form or other – from life cycles and life 
in the natural world to how we navigate 
life’s challenges and envision its future. 
That seam of hope and resilience 
becomes a lode to be mined in the  
age 10–Young Adult titles in this issue, 
titles that articulate a huge range of 
experience across multiple contexts.
The books gathered together here speak 
and sing of transformation, tús nua 
and change, each acknowledging in its 
own way that, while these experiences 

can often be good for us, they can 
also be hard. The stories told by these 
books offer readers the language we 
all need to own our resilience, both 
as individuals and as communities. 
From original fantasy to inspiring 
non-fiction, f lowing verse narratives 
to thought-provoking graphic novels, 
the power of narrative to communicate 
experience and facilitate connection is 
front and centre in these titles. 

Becky, Kim and Muireann

 reviews/léirmheasanna

Denotes an Irish author/illustrator/publisher 
údar/maisitheoir/foilsitheoir as Éirinn

Walking through the evening forest, a young girl and her dog 
quietly observe and capture the bedtime routines of all the 
woodland animals. The inhabitants of the forest – from bear to 
reindeer, fish to squirrel – each have a dedicated poem written to 
them, telling them to come home after their busy day and rest. 

This book is an ode to the forest and the natural world, but more 
importantly an ode to childhood creativity, imagination and 
methods of learning: the young girl gains an understanding of the 
forest through creating her own names for the creatures she sees 
and illustrating the sleeping animals in a notebook she carries. 

With rich autumnal colours, gradually transitioning to winter 
scenes, Marc Boutavant’s illustrations are integral to the story. Half 
of the book is dedicated to the young girl’s illustrated notebook, 
which depicts the forest through the curious eyes of the young 
character. Strong, defined lines stand in contrast against the 
backdrop of softly painted forest scenes, which perfectly captures 
the rush and bustle of the forest as the darkness and quietness 
slowly descend. 

After her long ramble through the forest, and after reciting 
goodnight poems to each of the animals, the girl returns to her 
own home to sleep. With short read-along poems, the book 
will gently lull readers to sleep and fill their imaginations with 
beautiful forest landscapes. 0–4, 5–7

Siobhán Morrissey

Is breá le hOttó beag a bheith gléasta go faiseanta. Tá stíl ar leith aige, 
agus tá cónaí air i dteach snasta nua-aimseartha. Is breá le Mamó Ottó 
geansaithe thar a bheith neamhfhaiseanta a chniotáil dó áfach. Ach 
lá amháin nuair a théann Ottó ar thuras fada in aimsir ghránna chun 
an cheist sin a phlé le Mamó, tuigeann sé luach na n-éadaí ‘scríobach-
scrábach’ a dhéanann sí dó.  
Beidh spraoi ag daoine fásta an scéal bríomhar seo a léamh os ard do 
pháistí, agus baintear úsáid an-chliste as litreacha móra, cló iodálach 
agus clófhoirne éagsúla chun beocht na teanga agus an tuin chainte a 
léiriú. 
Cuireann léaráidí galánta Róisín Hahessy go mór le croíúlacht an 
scéil. Éiríonn léi dreacha éagsúla na bpearsana a léiriú go foirfe agus go 
gleoite. Tá mionsonraí iontacha le feiceáil i rith an leabhair, go háirithe 
i dteach agus gairdín Mhamó, ina bhfuil gach rud agus gach ainmhí go 
deas teolaí agus clúdaithe le holann. Bainfidh páistí óga an-taitneamh 
as na rudaí cniotáilte go léir a aimsiú. 
Déanann an leabhar speisialta seo ceiliúradh ar an ngrá idir na glúnta, 
agus taispeánann sé na bealaí éagsúla ar féidir le seantuismitheoirí a 
gcuid grá a chur in iúl. Nach tábhachtach an teachtaireacht é sin, go 
háirithe faoi láthair, nuair a chaithfimid fanacht i bhfad óna chéile 
chun aire a thabhairt dá chéile? Scéal chomh teolaí le geansaí olla atá 
anseo, a bheadh foirfe mar scéal roimh dhul a chodladh ar oíche fhuar 
gheimhridh. Beidh fonn ort é a léamh arís agus arís eile. 3–6
Siobhán McNamara

Karen Jameson 
Illustrated by Marc Boutavant

WOODLAND DREAMS
CHRONICLE BOOKS, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 32PP, £12.99  
ISBN 9781452170633

Sadhbh Devlin 
Maisithe ag Róisín Hahessy

GEANSAÍ OTTÓ   
FUTA FATA , DEIREADH FÓMHAIR 2020  
CLÚDACH CRUA , 28LCH €10.95  
ISBN 9781910945599
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Chris Judge

EGGCORNS
THE O’BRIEN PRESS, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 48PP, €9.99  
ISBN 9781788491921 
 
 
An eggcorn, Chris Judge tells us, is a term 
coined by professor Geoffrey Pullum to 
describe the hilarious mishearings and 
mispronunciations made by children. It 
all started when Chris shared a few of 
his kids’ eggcorns, which he illustrated, 
on social media. People loved them and 
Chris received over a thousand additional 
suggestions from around the world. He 
turned the best of these into a book. It is 
a great idea and the execution is fun and 
colourful. Judge’s big and bold cartoon 
characters display the mad combinations 
of eggcorns with plenty of humour and 
heart. There is no story here – just a series 
of illustrated characters around misheard 
words.

I laughed out loud at the cat shoe nuts 
(especially at the cat’s unimpressed 
expression), waved back at the michaelwave 
and I definitely want to ride in the roller 
toaster – although I am staying clear of the 
ice plops. Great fun for kids under seven, 
though adults will be grinning too. 0–4, 
5–7

Alan O’Rourke

Kitty Moss

WHERE BONE? 

PAGE STREET PUBLISHING, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 32PP, £13.99 
ISBN 9781645670612

Balthazar the dog is busy snoozing, 
dreaming of all the charming things that 
he and his favourite bone can do together. 
He is roused from this serene state when 
he suddenly realises his beloved bone is 
missing … WHERE BONE? Balthazar 
bounces around the house in search of 
his favourite companion. Readers get a 
glimpse into Balthazar’s thinking through 
the text, as he becomes more agitated in 
his search for his bone. His short, jumping 
thoughts are exactly as frantic as can be 
imagined from a rambunctious panicked 
pup! 

The illustration style is unique, with 
strokes and streaks of colour that help 
to push the sense of panic that the pup 
is feeling. Balthazar himself is a shaggy 
mish-mash of browns and beiges, hinting 
at his disorganised but soft and loveable 
nature. Even when he is at his boldest, 
causing chaos and flooding the house, 
readers will root for him. There are lots 
of little laugh-out-loud details hidden in 
the illustrations too, such as one ‘hOme 
is WHere the Bone IS’ cushion on 
Balthazar’s bed. The most endearing part 
of this story is its relatability. Everyone 
has had a mad scamper around the house 
in search of something they need or want 
urgently. Balthazar is all of us in that 
hysteric moment, albeit a little bit furrier. 
0–4, 5–7

Liz Loughnane

Owen Davey

THE WHO’S WHO OF 
GROWN-UPS: JOBS, HOBBIES 
AND THE TOOLS IT TAKES
LIT TLE GESTALTEN, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 96PP, £16.95  
ISBN 9783899551495 

What do you want to be when you grow 
up? A pilot or an archaeologist? A doctor 
or a sailor? A knight or a superhero? In 
this ‘who’s who’, Owen Davey invites us 
to discover the unending possibilities of 
the variety of things that adults do every 
day, be it for work or leisure. Amongst the 
different jobs and hobbies he has selected, 
some are familiar, some unusual, some 
legendary, but each is designed to capture 
the imagination and curiosity of young 
readers about the hidden world of grown-
ups.

Each person is represented on a colourful 
double page; the equipment of their 
trade or hobby is illustrated and named 
on the left, while on the right the 
person is cleverly depicted in action 
using or wearing the same equipment. 
The illustrations are deliciously retro in 
style, but depicting men and women of a 
diversity of skin colour and body shape 
that is refreshingly modern. Davey also 
masterfully challenges gender stereotypes 
by drawing his mechanic, soccer player 
and doctor, among others, as women. It 
is evident that the words come second 
to the illustrations, with several being 
repeated more than twice. Nevertheless, 
the complexity of some words will incite 
questions and fire the imaginations of 
many readers. A captivating picturebook 
for the curious mind.  
Non-fiction, 0–4, 5–7

Maria Veyrat
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Isabel Thomas 
Illustrated by Daniel Egnéus

FOX: A STORY OF LIFE  
AND DEATH
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS  
OCTOBER 2020, HARDBACK, 48PP, £12.99 
ISBN 9781526600776

Lyrical and measured, this beautiful 
picturebook explores a difficult subject 
through a family of foxes. It is subtle yet 
upbeat and the opening lines are worth 
quoting: ‘The ground is frozen. The 
branches are bare. Dead leaves crunch 
underfoot. But look closely. Listen 
carefully. Life is stirring in the shadows.’ 
I love that a book about the circle of life 
starts with the dead time of the year rather 
than the more expected spring start.

We see the fox after its prey, sometimes 
with a successful kill, sometimes not. Her 
death is a shock (she is hit by a car), but 
her death and decomposition are presented 
over a number of pages as part of life: 
‘Back to earth, to plants, to air flow the 
particles that were once a fox.’ On re-
reading I notice the road and traffic are 
present in the background beyond the 
trees on a number of pages. I think this 
depth in the writing adds to the reassuring 
feel of the book. The palette is vibrant 
and the energetic drawing stylised and 
print-like, and there is some delightful 
humour in the facial expressions of the 
foxes. There is resilience to be found in 
understanding that death is part of life, 
as so well depicted here. The informative 
pages at the end of the book are very 
welcome. This book could be a comfort 
to children experiencing bereavement but, 
more than that, it would be both enjoyable 
and valuable for any child. 0–4, 5–7

Lucinda Jacob

Compiled by Sarah Webb 
Illustrated by Steve McCarthy

THE ONE WITH THE  
WAGGLY TAIL
THE O’BRIEN PRESS, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 64PP, £16.99  
ISBN 9781788491518

I tried to pick my favourite rhyme to 
quote for this review, but I couldn’t: 
there were too many rhyming delights 
to choose from. And anyway, without 
Steve McCarthy’s rapturous illustrations 
bringing the words to life, I would hardly 
do it any justice. So, I’m sorry – you’re 
going to have to nab a copy of this book 
for yourself.

Following the success of A Sailor Went 
to Sea, Sea, Sea, author Sarah Webb and 
illustrator Steve McCarthy have teamed 
up again to create another blissful book of 
illustrated verse. From Spike Milligan to 
W.B. Yeats, rainn Ghaeilge to ‘Polly Put 
the Kettle On’, the spectrum of familiar 
(and not-so-familiar) childhood poems are 
injected with energy by McCarthy’s joyous 
contemporary illustration.

In the book’s introduction, Webb writes, 
‘reading to a child is one of the greatest 
gifts you can give them – they may 
not remember the words, but they will 
remember how it made them feel’. And 
certainly, this holds true. The One with 
the Waggly Tail embraces the reader with 
the warm familiarity of evenings spent 
cuddled at the hearth with the ones we 
cherish most. 0–4, 5–7

Brigid O’Dea

James Berry 
Illustrated by Anna Cunha

A STORY ABOUT AFIYA
L ANTANA PUBLISHING, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 32PP, £11.99 
ISBN 9781911373339

 
Afiya’s story centres around her wonderful 
white dress that takes on the colours of 
the natural world as she passes through, 
tapping into her emotional life, creating 
happy memories for her. For older 
children, the story could be a catalyst 
for reflective discussion. The notion 
of the world leaving its imprint on the 
memory and on the soul is an appealing 
one for children in the middle and 
upper age groups of primary school. This 
environmentally aware age group will 
enjoy this story, showing that not only do 
our actions affect the environment, but 
our surroundings have an impact on us 
too. For younger children, the immediacy 
of the world around us is paramount. The 
interplay of child and environment is a 
given for them. Afiya is very much in tune 
with her world and is very relatable for 
young children. The premise of the world 
imprinting itself on Afiya’s dress is totally 
believable on the literal level for younger 
age groups and lends itself to developing 
awareness of the natural world. 

The colour palette is breathtakingly 
beautiful. The soft colours are reminiscent 
of the chalk drawings familiar to children. 
These and the simple lines bring us right 
into Afiya’s world. In an increasingly 
diverse society, it is refreshing for children 
to read about children from other cultures 
who have happy, fulfilled lives. The 
universal theme of the beauty of our world 
is an enduring one. A beautiful, appealing 
book, on many levels, for children of all 
ages. 0–4, 5–7

Siobhán Kirwan Keane
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Smriti Prasadam-Halls 
Illustrated by David Litchfield

RAIN BEFORE RAINBOWS
WALKER BOOKS, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 32PP, £12.99  
ISBN 9781406382358       

If ever a book was written for the 
difficult times we live in, this is it. Smriti 
Prasadam-Halls’s simple tale is filled 
with hope. The story is about a little girl 
and her fox who trek across dangerous 
mountains, through rough seas and dark 
nights, but the author reminds us that 
for every challenge and every fear there 
is always hope and light to follow. With 
her constant companion, the little girl 
copes with each challenge with resilience 
and strength. The initial dark images 
are replaced with illustrations filled 
with colour and life. Leaves, sunlight 
and animals replace the moodier rainy 
backdrops at the start of the tale.

This is a beautiful book, both in its 
sentiment and aesthetically. Litchfield’s 
magical illustrations perfectly depict the 
fears of the little girl while the later pages 
exude joy and hope. It is also a book about 
the importance of friendship, and in a 
simple way, the author sends a powerful 
message that we could all heed in the 
current climate. I love the rhyming text 
and was mesmerised by the incredible 
illustrations. This book is aimed at 
younger children but is one to be enjoyed 
by people of all ages. 0–4, 5–7 

Lorna Farrell

Eoin McLaughlin 
Illustrated by Robert Starling

THIS BOOK IS NOT A 
BEDTIME STORY
PAVILION CHILDREN’S BOOKS  
OCTOBER 2020, PAPERBACK, 32PP, £6.99 
ISBN 9781843654384 

As every parent or childminder knows, 
bedtime for small children can be a very 
fraught experience. Even the promised 
story can trigger anxiety, delaying tactics 
or full-on resistance, so calling this book 
This Is Not a Bedtime Story is a clever way 
to turn everything on its head. A gang of 
scary monsters try very hard indeed to be 
as horrid as possible, but they turn out 
to be cute, silly and even a little sleepy. 
A group of gentle animals look on and 
wonder what all the fuss is about as the 
biggest monster serves up all the clichés to 
scare us: a haunted house, a pirate ship, a 
creepy forest and even the deep, deep Dark 
that so many of us don’t like very much 
at all. But we discover that there just isn’t 
anything to be scared of.

Eoin McLaughlin’s simple, funny rhymes 
and Robert Starling’s strong colour 
palettes and dramatic double-page spreads 
make this great fun for carers and young 
children to read together. Getting the 
monster to roar as loudly as possible 
may not make this the quietest book for 
bedtime, but of course this is an enjoyable 
book for anytime, really. And when the 
big grumpy monsters make friends with 
the sensible little animals and finally 
settle down, you hope that any other little 
monsters in your care will also settle down 
and, maybe, just maybe, they too will fall 
happily asleep. 0–4, 5–7

Jan Winter

Christian Borstlap 

THIS THING CALLED LIFE 
PRESTEL PUBLISHING, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 46PP, £12.99  
ISBN 9783791374437 

 
‘What exactly is life all about?’ asks this 
contemplative picturebook by Christian 
Borstlap. ‘Life’ here encompasses the full 
range of Earth’s ecosystems, including 
plants, animals and microorganisms. 
Throughout the book there is an emphasis 
on empathy for all life forms and an 
invocation to look beyond the narrow 
sphere of human existence and recognise 
that life is occurring all around. Although 
it was created before the current pandemic, 
the message of the book resonates strongly 
with this global moment: all life is 
interdependent, and all life forms need 
each other to survive. 

Borstlap is primarily concerned with what 
defines life in the present – ‘perceiving, 
breathing, moving, feeling, giving, 
taking, surviving’ – rather than with 
speculating about the origins of life or 
what will become of life on Earth in the 
future. However, the subject matter also 
invites deep engagement with existential 
issues. These complex ideas are expressed 
through surreal and often humorous 
illustrations which, appropriately, are 
reminiscent of Terry Gilliam’s Monty 
Python animations. The non-realistic 
quality of the illustrations serves to suggest 
various forms of life (for example, plants, 
amoebae, birds, insects) while avoiding 
any direct correlation with specific species. 
This ingenious approach ensures that no 
form of life is visually privileged above any 
other within the book and complements 
the text’s holistic exploration of life on 
Earth. 

The combination of sparse text and 
complex, witty imagery make this book 
especially appropriate for curious young 
minds with limited vocabulary who are 
nevertheless eager to tackle big ideas. Non-
fiction, 0–4, 5–7

Kate Harvey
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Malachy Doyle  
Aistrithe ag Máire Zepf  
Maisithe ag Andrew Whitson

MUIREANN AGUS AN 
TEACH SOLAIS
AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR, MEITHEA MH 2020  
CLÚDACH CRUA , 34LCH, £12.99  
ISBN 9781912929061

Seo an tríú leabhar i sraith Mhuireann, 
atá cruthaithe ag Malachy Doyle i 
gcomhpháirt leis an mhaisitheoir Andrew 
Whitson. Tugann an tsraith trí chéile 
léargas iontach ar shaol an oileáin agus tá 
cuntas an-deas sa leabhar seo ar thábhacht 
an tí solais don phobal cois cósta. 

Tá Muireann cleachtaithe leis an teach 
solais a bheith ag splancarnach isteach ina 
seomra i rith na hoíche agus is breá léi am 
a chur ar na bearnaí idir na splancanna. 
Ach nuair a mhúsclaíonn sí sa dubh 
dorchadas oíche amháin, caithfidh sí 
féin agus a cara Dónall (gan dearmad a 
dhéanamh ar a bábóg Nóra!) fáil amach 
cad é atá cearr leis an teach solais agus leis 
an choimeádaí, Séamus Phadaí. 

Tá blas den tseandéanamh ar scéal Doyle 
ach measaim go bhfuil buaine ag baint 
leis chomh maith. Tá an téacs aistrithe go 
cumasach ag Máire Zepf agus, ar ndóigh, 
tá domhan beag draíochtúil cruthaithe 
ag Whitson sna léaráidí. Tá dearcthaí 
neamhchoitianta samhlaíocha iontu, go 
háirithe sna híomhánna den staighre bíse 
sa teach solais. Cruthaíonn na gathanna 
solais ó na tóirsí agus ón teach solais 
teannas drámatúil atá an-éifeachtach, agus 
tá uigeacht agus doimhneacht sna pictiúir 
uilig.  

Tá deich bhfīric spéisiúil faoi thithe solais 
ag deireadh an leabhair a mbainfidh 
léitheoirí óga an-tairbhe astu. 

Bainfidh páistí an-sult as an scéal seo 
faoi Mhuireann agus Dónall cróga, agus 
cuireann na léaráidí áille beocht agus 
anam sa scéal. 0–4, 5–7, 8–10

Caoimhe Nic Lochlainn

Risteard Mac Liam  
Maisithe ag Tatyana Feeney

MO CHUID AMHRÁIN 
GHAEILGE 

ML ÓG, MEÁN FÓMHAIR 2020 
CLÚDACH CRUA , 14LCH, €10.00 
ISBN 9782919958993 
 
Is cnuasach beag d’amhráin thraidisiúnta 
na Gaeilge atá curtha le chéile in Mo 
Chuid Amhráin Ghaeilge. Tá sé amhrán 
roghnaithe a mbeidh cuimhne ag an 
léitheoir fásta orthu óna laethanta scoile, 
idir Bháidín Fheilimí, Óró sé do bheatha 
‘bhaile, Pheigín Leitir Mór, Níl sé ina lá, 
Dúlamán, agus Éireoidh mé ar maidin.

Faightear blaiseadh beag de liricí an 
amhráin ar gach leathanach, an curfá nó 
véarsa amháin. Ní gá ach cnaipe a bhrú 
áfach chun éisteacht le guthanna óga á 
gcanadh. Tar éis duit éisteacht leis cúpla 
uair, is féidir leat canadh in éineacht 
leo! Oireann an leabhar idirghníomhach 
seo do pháistí ón gcliabhán go dtí na 
naíonáin. Tá gníomhaíocht ann ag an 
deireadh freisin chun dul siar a dhéanamh 
ar do stór amhrán.

Rinne Tatyana Feeney an leabhar a 
mhaisiú agus, mar an gcéanna leis an stíl 
atá úsáidte aici i leabhair eile, tá cuma 
pháistiúil shoineanta ar na léaráidí, rud 
a oireann d’éirim an leabhair. Tá na 
léaráidí spréite amach ar an dá leathanach 
agus tá na liricí ar fáil ar thaobh amháin. 
Baineann sí an-úsáid as gorm, glas agus 
dearg iontu. Tá na líníochtaí déanta de 
lámh in amanna agus bíonn éifeacht 
spúinse nó uiscedhathanna ag baint leo. 
Cuireann an stíl sin leis an mbraistint 
bhrionglóideach atá ag dul leis na 
hamhráin thraidisiúnta dhraíochtúla seo. 
Léigh leat! Can leat! 2–4

Claire Marie Dunne

The School of Life

AN EMOTIONAL 
MENAGERIE: FEELINGS 
FROM A TO Z
THE SCHOOL OF LIFE PRESS, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 60PP, £15.00  
ISBN 9781912891245

Sometimes our emotions can overwhelm 
us, particularly if we are not able to 
identify why we are feeling them. This 
twenty-six-poem collection offers children 
an emotional glossary for understanding 
some of the most powerful feelings that 
they experience. From an Angry Lion to a 
Zealous Ant, emotions are personified as 
animals through the use of rhyming verse 
and charming illustrations.

The poems are cleverly constructed, 
moving from visual and kinaesthetic 
descriptions of the animal characters to 
deeper and more subtle explorations of 
the feelings that they represent. Much 
depends on the matching of animal with 
emotion and the choices here are inspired, 
particularly the Obsessed Beaver. The 
illustrations are boldly expressive, with the 
animals depicted in their natural habitats 
and the relevant emotions cleverly infused 
into their environments.

Unusually, this book is not credited to 
an author or an illustrator. The School of 
Life describes itself as an organisation 
that promotes calm, self-understanding, 
resilience and connection, and it offers 
therapy services as well as publishing 
books. The therapeutic framing is 
certainly evident, with the emphasis on 
self-knowledge and expressing our feelings. 
By depicting even the most negative 
emotions as familiar animals, we see that 
none of them are ultimately bigger than 
we are. The variety of our feelings and 
experiences – just like the diversity of the 
animal kingdom – is what makes life so 
fascinating. 5–7

Rachel Sneyd
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Oliver Jeffers

WHAT WE’LL BUILD: 
PLANS FOR OUR FUTURE 
TOGETHER
HARPER COLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS 
OCTOBER 2020, HARDBACK, 48PP, £12.99 
ISBN 9780008382209 

You know you’re in safe hands when 
Oliver Jeffers tells a story. It’s not just 
because he’s an international award 
winner. It’s because Jeffers only tells a 
story if he has something important to say. 
And most often, just one point to make. 
Clearly. Simply. With very spare prose, 
delivered in his delightful trademark 
handwriting. And with deceptively 
uncomplicated images. But in What We’ ll 
Build, the message runs deep. Subtitled 
Plans for Our Together Future, this lovely 
book is as much for the father in the story 
as it is for the little girl, as the dad sets out 
his plans to shape their lives. They lay out 
special building tools: hammers, nails, a 
plastic pig. They build a place to keep love 
warm for when they might need it later, 
castle walls to keep out scary things, round 
tables to make friends, places to dream 
and places to rest. Jeffers does not pretend 
that life doesn’t send challenges. Quite the 
opposite. We see stormy seas and angry 
faces. But nothing has to be so scary that 
it overwhelms you.

This is a gorgeous book to share with a 
small child, with easy rhymes to read and 
friendly characters to look for. It may 
prompt lots of chat with older children 
about forgiving friends, sharing adventures 
and how to turn bad experiences into 
positive ones. It empowers. It soothes. 
It reassures. And it makes you smile. 
Probably another award winner. But don’t 
let that put you off. He just can’t help it. 
0–4, 5–7, 8–10 

Jan Winter

David Almond 
Illustrated by Marta Altés

BRAND NEW BOY
WALKER BOOKS, NOVEMBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 320PP, £11.99  
ISBN 9781406358087

 

The students at the Darwin Avenue 
Primary Academy are excited to welcome 
the brand-new boy, George, in Mr Sage’s 
class. George, however, appears to be a 
tad different – he has a strange look in his 
eyes and always has adults watching over 
him. Particularly Miss Crystal, who is 
constantly observing and making notes. 
Why is Miss Crystal spying on him? 
Maxie likes to believe that all kids are 
aliens – is George one of them?

George finds a new lease of life, making 
friends with fellow classmates Daniel, 
Maxie, Louise and Billy, who go out of 
their way to help him taste life away from 
the controlling hands of adults. Almond 
traverses childhood innocence and 
wonder as the kids get to know their new 
classmate. A boy needs to run free and 
explore the wilderness – the little joys of 
youth. However, we find out that George 
is no ordinary boy. Will the ordinary 
experiences of boyhood work for him or 
will they become a problem?

Marta Altés’s illustrations add life to the 
book and combine with the captivating 
story, sparking our curiosity about 
George’s identity, to make for a complete 
immersive experience. Within this 
seemingly simple tale, Almond brings 
together the age-long debate of nature 
versus technology and how important love, 
support and emotions are in the lives of 
children. The lesson to learn here is that 
kids need to get out of the box and live 
life. 5–7, 8–10

Suchismita Dattagupta

Selected by Fiona Waters 
Illustrated by Britta Teckentrup

TIGER, TIGER,  
BURNING BRIGHT! 
NOSY CROW, SEPTEMBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 336PP, £25.00  
ISBN 9781788005678

In this poetry anthology, Fiona Waters 
makes a fine selection of animal poems 
that she connects to the days of the year. 
It follows her previous book, I Am the Seed 
That Grew the Tree, an anthology of nature 
poems. The illustrations by the multiple 
award-winning artist Britta Teckentrup 
make this book into something unique.

Through poetry the book creates 
awareness of the wide range of animals 
that humans are living with. The poems 
foster sensibility toward other creatures 
by revealing the animals’ perspectives and 
their goodness. They tell of the animals’ 
lives, reflect humans’ images of them and 
their cultural beliefs, and ask for respect 
and ethical treatment.

As the poems are often quite short, the 
poetic language – at times serious, then 
again playful, ironic and funny – opens 
up room for imagination and thought. 
What is more, the colourful and very 
atmospheric illustrations by Teckentrup 
complement and add considerably to the 
reading experience. The invitation to read 
one animal poem each day recommends a 
slow and reflective reading.

One feels the care and dedication that was 
given to this book; each page is a gem on 
its own. The book is structured in a very 
reader-friendly way: each month begins 
with a beautifully illustrated contents 
page, and various indexes assist the reader 
when navigating the book. The paper 
made from wood from sustainable forests 
reveals the deep environmental concern 
that lies at the heart of this book. Tiger, 
Tiger, Burning Bright sensitises the reader 
to the lives of animals and to a human–
animal relationship based on equality.  
5–7, 8–10, 10–12

Barbara Siller
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Vashti Hardy 
Illustrated by Natalie Smillie

THE GRIFFIN GATE 
BARRINGTON STOKE, OCTOBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 112PP, £6.99  
ISBN 9781781129432

 
Vashti Hardy brings readers on an exciting 
adventure to a magical world protected by 
the Griffins, wardens of the Griffin map. 
Moreland, where they live, is a place of re-
compasses, teleporting and spy glasses. The 
Griffin family use their map to teleport 
and help those in need. Grace Griffin, a 
strong and determined girl, embarks on a 
mission that sees her and her companion 
Watson, a mechanical raven, face many 
tricky situations. Grace sets out to prove 
to her brother Bren and mother that she 
is worthy of the title of warden. But can 
Grace solve the mystery before it’s too late?

Hardy deals nicely with a changing sibling 
relationship and the tribulations of being 
not quite old enough to do what you 
believe you are capable of. The illustrations 
by Natalie Smillie are detailed and 
appealing. They help to bring to life the 
fantastical world of the wardens and the 
futuristic gadgets they use. I particularly 
liked the spy-glass illustration at the 
beginning of each chapter. Hardy captures 
your imagination and transports you into 
the magical world of Moreland. I look 
forward to reading the next book in the 
series to see what is in store for Grace and 
her family. 8–10

Rhona Caffrey

Sinéad Burke 
Illustrated by Natalie Byrne

BREAK THE MOULD
WREN & ROOK, OCTOBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 224PP, £8.99  
ISBN 9781526363336

We are living through challenging and 
confusing times and this book responds 
to them perfectly. Drawing on her own 
experiences, Burke describes how she 
came to understand and accept herself 
and develop her abilities to cope with 
life’s challenges as a small person. Burke’s 
achievements are many and include 
fulfilling her dream of becoming a 
teacher and ‘finding her voice’ through 
her passion for clothes and fashion, 
but this book is much more than an 
autobiographical narrative. Burke invites 
the reader to participate in a ‘what makes 
a me and what makes a you’ reflection and 
gently but expertly shows how thinking 
about and respecting yourself leads to 
recognising and respecting others. She 
then goes on to show how this process 
opens up opportunities for you to achieve 
your goals and ambitions and help others 
to achieve theirs. 

While the book is deceptively simple –  
I read it in one sitting – Burke still 
manages to address all the hard questions 
in the gentlest and most enabling way 
and takes the opportunity to show how 
other inspirational figures have used their 
differences to achieve their dreams and 
make an impact on things they care about. 

Byrne’s lively and active illustrations 
add interest and the whole is a bright, 
colourful, engaging book with heart and 
soul that delivers an inspirational read for 
those aged nine to twelve, but many older 
readers would enjoy it too. 8–10, 10–12

Sue Miller

Henry Carroll and Rose Blake

BE A SUPER AWESOME 
ARTIST: 20 ART CHALLENGES 
INSPIRED BY THE MASTERS
L AURENCE KING PUBLISHING  
OCTOBER 2020, HARDBACK, 64PP, £9.99 
ISBN 9781786277589 
 
This isn’t your run-of-the-mill learn-to-
draw book by a very long shot. For one 
thing, you’re not meant to doodle on its 
pages, and for another, it doesn’t have 
step-by-step instructions for anything. 
Instead, Carroll uses finished works by a 
wide range of artists as a starting point. 
A single-line drawing of a dog by Picasso 
or a mind-boggling geometric pattern by 
Bridget Riley (among lots more) serves as 
an invitation to look at a piece and feel 
inspired by one of its properties. Each 
work is carefully chosen for its overall 
impact, but also for its use of a particular 
technique (Chuck Close’s grid, Van Gogh’s 
impasto), specific material (Gayle Chong 
Kwan’s upcycled rubbish, Lorna Simpson’s 
photo collage) or message (think Marcel 
Duchamp, Frida Kahlo or Chris Ofili).

Each challenge contains just enough 
information to equip readers with the 
knowledge and confidence necessary to 
launch into creating their own responses 
in a very free, relaxed fashion. The range 
of artists is wide, modern and diverse, 
featuring works as recent as 2020 by 
people from all continents working with 
paint, sculpture and natural elements – 
there are even installation artists. Blake’s 
illustrations are playful and clever and give 
great dynamism to the book as a whole, 
never taking over from the artwork on 
display. 

The ‘nifty know-how’ interludes efficiently 
introduce readers to different types of 
paint and pencils and some colour theory, 
while an art history timeline at the end 
places some artists and movements in a 
wider (mostly Western) context.

This is simply quite brilliant! Non-fiction 
8–10, 10–12

Juliette Saumande
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Peter Van den Ende

THE WANDERER
PUSHKIN PRESS, OCTOBER 2020  
HARDBACK, 96PP, £16.99  
ISBN 9781782692867

 

From the striking endpapers showing a 
map of the world and the journey the 
Wanderer of the title takes, this book is 
a feast for the eyes. A wordless or ‘silent’ 
picturebook, it tells the tale of a paper boat 
that sets sail across the ocean, launched 
from a large ship called Exploratio. The 
boat travels past turtles and sunfish, 
whales and all kinds of strange fictional 
sea monsters until it reaches its final 
destination on the other side of the world.

The black and white pen-and-ink 
drawings have all the angles of Escher 
and the imagination of Shaun Tan; every 
spread is full of small details that reward 
the careful viewer. Depicting an epic 
voyage populated by real animals of the 
deep and fantasy animals, this is a rich, 
vibrant, multilayered work that deserves 
to be read and shared. Shaun Tan calls 
it ‘Wonderfully strange and strangely 
wonderful’ and he’s right: it is a very 
strange story with mystical elements. Even 
after several readings I’m still unsure of 
what’s happening in some of the scenes, 
but this is part of its appeal. 

What’s even more remarkable is that this 
is Belgian artist Van den Ende’s first book. 
He works as a nature guide in the Cayman 
Islands, and his love of the sea and its 
creatures shines from every page of this 
extraordinary début.

A fascinating, original work from a new 
talent in the world of children’s books –  
I can’t wait to see what Van den Ende 
produces next! 8–10, 10–12

Sarah Webb

Alan Titley  
Maisithe ag John White 

LÚBA
AN GÚM , LÚNASA 2020  
CLÚDACH BOG, 158LCH, €10.00  
ISBN 9781857919608    

Níl Lucy sásta. Tá sí ag streachailt leis 
an saol ina iomláine. Déanann a tuistí 
neamhaird uirthi, cuireann a deartháir 
isteach uirthi agus tá an cara is fearr aici 
ag caitheamh níos mó ama le duine nua ná 
mar atá léise. An t-aon chara buan atá aici 
ná Glafar an madra. Tá fonn uirthi éalú 
ón saol atá aici agus imeacht go háit éigin 
nach n-aithneofaí í. B’fhéidir go mbeadh 
saol mar chat níos fearr? Nó ainmhí 
éigin eile? Nach mbeadh an tsaoirse agus 
neamhspleáchas aici mar ainmhí nach 
bhfuil aici mar chailín daonna?

Tá saibhreas teanga iontach san úrscéal seo 
ó dhuine de mhórscríbhneoirí na Gaeilge, 
ach ag an am céanna tá sé furasta é a 
léamh agus tá luas maith leis. Spreagfar 
samhlaíocht léitheoirí óga leis an gcur 
síos atá déanta ag Titley ar an dearcadh 
a bhíonn ag ainmhithe. Cuireann 
maisiúcháin John White go mór leis an 
scéal freisin. Tá an stíl atá aige foirfe don 
aoisghrúpa seo agus cuireann sé beocht 
breise sna radharcanna éagsúla ó thús 
deireadh an scéil.

Tá Lúba duairc go maith in áiteanna, mar 
shampla pléitear an cruálachas i gcoinne 
ainmhithe ann, ach is scéal eachtraíochta 
den scoth é agus tá neart grinn ann le 
cothromaíocht a bhaint amach.  
8–10, 10–12

Sadhbh Devlin

Edited by Katherine Rundell 
Illustrated by Various

THE BOOK OF HOPES: 
WORDS AND PICTURES TO 
COMFORT, INSPIRE AND 
ENTERTAIN CHILDREN
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS  
OCTOBER 2020, HARDBACK, 400PP, £12.99 
ISBN 9781526629883

Katherine Rundell has compiled a 
collection of short stories, poetry and 
essays from some of the best-known 
contemporary children’s writers and 
illustrators, including Michael Morpurgo, 
Jacqueline Wilson, Jessica Townsend 
and Joseph Coelho. All entries in this 
anthology have one theme in common: 
hope. This beautifully produced book 
was created with the intention to offer 
messages of hope for children during 
the trying year that is 2020. The book is 
divided into different categories, such as 
animals, kindness, true stories, magic, 
fairy tales, aliens and more. While you 
could read the book in chronological 
order, it is also perfectly suited for dipping 
in and out of – there is something for 
every occasion.

The collection is considerably nature 
focused and would be appealing to animal 
lovers. There is an excellent humorous 
poem about an axolotl by Catherine 
Johnson. There are also some incredibly 
touching stories about perseverance in the 
face of hardship, fantastically explored 
in ‘Bag for Life’ by Joseph Elliott. There 
are also some non-fiction pieces, ranging 
from authors’ insights into their published 
works to stories from their childhoods. 
The book is filled with wonderful 
illustrations that expertly complement the 
stories throughout. 

Inspiring and with the admirable 
aspiration to offer light for young readers, 
this book will no doubt be a source of 
comfort and hope for many. 8–10, 10–12

Ruth Ennis
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Emma Carroll 
Illustrated by Kaja Kajfež

THE GHOST GARDEN
BARRINGTON STOKE, JANUARY 2021 
PAPERBACK, 96PP, £6.99  
ISBN 9781781129005 

It’s the summer of 1914 in England, and 
Fran’s digging in the potato patch when 
she unearths – and cracks – a white 
bone. Her feeling of uneasiness grows 
when, minutes later, Leo from nearby 
Longbarrow House breaks his leg. These 
strange coincidences mount up as Fran 
and Leo begin to search for a burial site 
hidden somewhere on the Longbarrow 
grounds.

The Ghost Garden is historical fiction that’s 
part mystery, part ghost story. Carroll’s 
writing is clear and concise while still 
being descriptive and engaging, and Kaja 
Kajfež’s illustrations have both charm 
and historical detail. The tension keeps 
the pace moving quickly, but the climax 
dissolves in a slightly unsatisfactory way: 
the spookiest moment of the book remains 
unexplored and unsolved. It ends on a 
determinedly hopeful note – though the 
historical events that follow 1914 are, of 
course, more ominous.

Unlike most mysteries or thrillers, The 
Ghost Garden doesn’t deliver a neatly 
wrapped-up resolution. For readers 
interested in history, however, it fits in 
well with the events leading up to World 
War I and encourages research and further 
reading. As the story also references 
conflict in Ireland and hearkens further 
back to the Anglo-Saxons, it’s a good 
portal to a wide range of historical fiction. 
This is an accessible read that’s dyslexia 
friendly and suitable for reluctant readers 
while still offering complex themes – and 
the occasional shiver. 8–10, 10–12

Clara Kumagai

Alex Cotter

THE HOUSE ON THE EDGE
NOSY CROW, M ARCH 2021  
PAPERBACK, 256PP, £7.99  
ISBN 9781788008624

 

Faith’s dad has gone missing, her mum is 
refusing to get out of bed, and her younger 
brother has started talking to a sea ghost 
in the cellar. Their house is balanced 
precariously on the edge of a crumbling 
cliff, with the crack in the ground growing 
bigger every day. Can things get any more 
complicated? Yes, of course they can.

After a slow start, The House on the 
Edge picks up pace and rattles along 
energetically. Alex Cotter blends humour 
and pathos effectively as she writes of 
missing treasure, supernatural goings-on 
and a family disintegrating as rapidly as 
the eroding rocks beneath them. Faith 
is a believable narrator, hiding fear and 
vulnerability behind a prickly exterior 
as she fends off awkward questions from 
nosy neighbours, concerned teachers and 
interfering relatives. 

The narrative takes several unexpected 
turns, with a double twist towards the end 
that caught this reader totally by surprise. 
The conclusion is both sad and sweet, as 
Faith learns that you can treasure the past 
while also moving on, and that a proper 
home is about so much more than mere 
bricks and mortar. 10–12

Deirdre Nally

Amy Bond

MORGANA MAGE:  
IN THE ROBOTIC AGE
CHICKEN HOUSE, JANUARY 2021 
PAPERBACK, 303PP, £6.99  
ISBN 9781913322274

Morgana Mage is an eleven-year-old witch 
who cannot do magic. After a trip to the 
nearby city with her father, Morgana is 
enchanted by how humans have advanced 
without magic, instead using technology. 
Morgana decides to enrol in the non-witch 
school in the city to study robotics. 

The world Bond creates is a wonderful 
clash of the futuristic (run by humans 
and robots) and the naturalistic (run by 
witches). Morgana is the link between 
the two worlds, with her enthusiasm for 
technology and robotics. As Morgana 
makes friends with a human called 
Jonathan and becomes more entangled 
with life in the city, she discovers she may 
indeed have a magical connection that 
is not normal for witches. However, an 
unsettling discovery leads Morgana and 
Jonathan to employ help from beings that 
are better left alone. 

This complex world is the book’s 
greatest strength. It provides a vibrant 
and engaging background to Morgana’s 
journey. The book also highlights the 
prejudices between the two races and 
how working together and overcoming 
these prejudices is how both communities 
learn and grow. Furthermore, it exposes 
the place technology has in our own lives 
and how reliant humans have become on 
it. Overall, the book is a charming read. 
Morgana’s journey is full of mistakes and 
learning experiences and through these 
the reader can grow and, hopefully, see the 
world in a fresh way through Morgana’s 
enthusiastic and captivated eyes. 10–12

Kate Lalor
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Tamsin Mori 
Illustrated by David Dean

THE WEATHER WEAVER
UCL AN, M ARCH 2021  
PAPERBACK, 319PP, £7.99  
ISBN 9781912979455
 

Stella is a typical eleven-year-old, who 
misses her parents, misses living in one 
place and misses her recently deceased 
gran. She’s sent to Shetland to stay with 
her grandpa, whom she hasn’t seen for 
many years since the family moved away. 
Nothing is the same without her gran, 
though. Tempers flare and Stella storms 
out of the house, which is the catalyst for a 
magical adventure.

The premise of a sentient cloud with a 
mental and emotional connection to Stella 
seems a little farfetched initially. However, 
Nimbus is a character in its own right, 
with emotions and actions that sometimes 
have comical or unfortunate results.

Stella learns the value of controlling her 
temper, trying to learn new skills and 
working together, first with Nimbus and 
then with Tamar and her grandpa. Stella 
shows that she is thoughtful and kind and 
stands up for others, and she unites them 
all in a fight against a sea witch.

Tamsin Mori handles the story with a light 
touch. The few scary, angry or sad scenes 
are realistic but not overwhelming. The 
plot feels better suited to a slightly younger 
reader, but it’s still sophisticated enough 
for older readers who want a fast, fun read.

I’d recommend this book for readers 
who like birds, weather, the idea of the 
Shetland Isles, magic and adventure! 
10–12

Colleen Jones

Gill Lewis 

SWAN SONG
BARRINGTON STOKE, FEBRUARY 2021 
PAPERBACK, 128PP, £6.99  
ISBN 9781781129548

 

Dylan has just been expelled from school 
for poor behaviour, having acted out 
ever since he started high school. His 
mum moves them to a small village in 
Wales to stay with his estranged grandad. 
Locally, his grandad is known as the Swan 
Man, spending his time out on the water 
tracking the local swans. 

The trip gives Dylan an unexpected second 
chance, allowing him to connect with his 
family for the first time in months. When 
the swans’ home is threatened, Dylan 
enlists the help of a new friend, Elsie, to 
save them and his family.

The author’s love of nature shines 
throughout this book. The story comes 
alive the first time Dylan and his grandad 
go out on the boat and see the swans, with 
beautiful descriptions of the water and the 
birds, capturing Dylan’s excitement on 
the page. It also deals with serious issues, 
such as depression and loss, in a sensitive 
and age-appropriate way. A moving story 
of finding hope in the most unlikely of 
places. 10–12

Zoe Forde

Kereen Getten

WHEN LIFE GIVES  
YOU MANGOES
PUSHKIN PRESS, OCTOBER 2020   
PAPERBACK, 224PP, £7.99   
ISBN 9781782692645

Clara lives in Sycamore, a small village in 
Jamaica, where everyone knows everyone 
else’s business. Except for Clara – she can’t 
seem to remember anything that happened 
last summer. And there’s nothing more 
infuriating than when her best friend 
and cousin, Gaynah, reminds her of her 
forgetfulness. 

This summer, new girl Rudy arrives to 
the village from England. Clara decides 
to make friends with her, having been 
enraged one too many times by Gaynah’s 
teasing. Rudy’s adventurous spirit takes 
the girls all over the village – even to 
the one place Clara is not allowed to go: 
to see Uncle Eldorath. Clara’s uncle has 
been banished from the community and 
labelled a witch doctor and ghost-seer. 
However, this does nothing to deter the 
imaginative Rudy.

As Clara struggles to remember what 
happened the previous summer, she 
begins to isolate herself more and more 
from her community. As an outsider, she 
realises that she might not be that different 
from her uncle after all – perhaps she is 
just another target for a small village’s 
judgement. 

Getten’s brilliant début is full of 
charm and wit, thanks to her winning 
protagonist, Clara. The novel exudes 
Caribbean warmth and colour, filled 
with images of the ocean, market life, 
fishing and, of course, mangoes. This 
is a wonderful book about friendships, 
family life and self-acceptance. It takes a 
surprising, mystical turn towards the end, 
that only adds to this heart-warming and 
heart-breaking island-life tale.  
10–12, 12–14

Grace Kelley
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Katharine Orton

GLASSHEART
WALKER BOOKS, NOVEMBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 336PP, £7.99  
ISBN 9781403685236 

 

After losing her family in an air raid 
during World War II, young heroine 
Nona takes refuge with her adopted uncle, 
Antoni. Together, they restore the stained-
glass windows of war-torn buildings. This 
work fuses the various strands of the novel 
together, bringing broken fragments of 
the past into the light of the present, and 
stored within the glass is an enchanted 
power. Finding a half-heart-shaped shard 
after the raid, Nona is connected to this 
power and her destiny. 

Dealing with experiences of devastating 
grief, Nona shines through the adventures 
of her prophecy as a child with ‘a touch of 
spirit magic’. Facing her fears, she protects 
herself and her uncle from the lure of 
the spirit world and demonstrates the 
courage that can be found within, while 
processing painful memories. In doing so, 
Nona battles against the darkness and the 
ominous ‘soldier’ character that harnesses 
it. It is through Nona’s challenges and 
triumphs that readers are welcomed into a 
tale of light versus dark. 

Orton’s writing creates a sensual, 
atmospheric narrative, offering a beautiful 
and delicate display of the magic that 
can exist in a world capable of heart-
wrenching tragedy. Set in the natural 
landscape of Dartmoor – with charming 
woodland creatures – the human world 
and the spirit world come together to 
form a kaleidoscopic plot, the patterns of 
which are filtered through the windows 
Nona and Antoni create. Part mystical and 
magical, part spooky and paranormal, this 
is a truly captivating read. 10–12

Katie Sullivan Smyth

Ella Risbridger

THE SECRET DETECTIVES
NOSY CROW, FEBRUARY 2021  
PAPERBACK, 336PP, £7.99  
ISBN 9781788006002 

This is a gripping historical murder 
mystery set during the time of British 
rule in India. Three young children 
inadvertently become witnesses to a 
murder while travelling on the mail ship 
Marianna from Calcutta to England. 
As they investigate this mystery, they 
also discover more about each other 
and themselves. This book has a strong 
message about friendship and, as the 
character Sam says, you don’t have to like 
people more or less but you can like each 
of them differently. 

Readers will enjoy the developing 
friendships between the three main 
characters who are so different from each 
other. Isobel is an orphan who considers 
herself unlikeable, Letitia is self-possessed 
and considers herself likeable due to her 
prettiness, and Sam is very self-assured. 
There is a strong message about embracing 
our differences and individuality. 

The story also challenges stereotypes 
and deals with issues of racism and 
class by lightly weaving them into the 
conversations between the three children. 
These messages provide opportunities 
for reflection on and discussion of these 
important topics. 

The air of suspense will keep readers 
engaged throughout. Will the children 
succeed in discovering the identity of not 
only the murderer but also the victim 
before the ship docks in England and avert 
the danger that they have put themselves 
in by embarking on this quest? A very 
enjoyable read. 10–12

Ikki Keane

Kiran Millwood Hargrave

A SECRET OF BIRDS  
AND BONE
CHICKEN HOUSE, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 326 PP, £12.99  
ISBN 9781911077947

 
Sofia lives with her mother and brother 
Ermin in the bone house on the outskirts 
of Siena. Their mother is a craftswoman, 
who uses bone to create reliquaries and 
keepsakes for the bereaved.  Their lives 
have been overshadowed by a strange 
commission and the fear of the smallpox 
plague. On Sofia’s twelfth birthday, her 
mother disappears and Sofia and Ermin 
are brought to an orphanage. Sofia is 
determined to reunite their family but she 
soon learns that there are more sinister 
forces at work and doing so will be much 
harder than she imagines.

A Secret of Birds and Bone is both fast 
paced and imaginative. Hargrave cleverly 
weaves a tale of family, betrayal and 
secrets in this coming of age novel. The 
atmosphere is enhanced by a touch of 
magic combined with the historical 
depiction of Siena. Beauty is a recurring 
theme in the book. The beauty of art 
and craftsmanship is contrasted with the 
ugliness and cruelty a desire for external 
beauty can lead to. Adulthood and the loss 
of innocence that can come from learning 
its secrets is also explored. It is shown not 
to be a milestone in years but the ability 
to put aside selfishness in order to help 
others. Hargrave skilfully draws the reader 
into the world of the characters and allows 
them to empathise even with those who 
are flawed. Older children and early teens 
will enjoy this tale packed with action and 
emotion. 10–12, 12–14

Róisín Stronach
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Robin Scott-Elliot 
Illustrated by Holly Ovenden

THE ACROBATS OF AGRA
EVERY THING WITH WORDS, OCTOBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 352PP, £8.99  
ISBN 9781911427148 
 

Beatrice (Bea) – a young Scottish orphan 
relocated to India – joins forces with a 
French acrobat, an Indian servant and 
a circus tiger to find safety during the 
Indian rebellion of 1857 and, by turn, find 
out what has happened to Bea’s younger 
brother, George.

The Acrobats of Agra is a classic adventure 
story of bravery and friendship, filled with 
vibrant characters and interspersed with 
themes of class, colonialism and eastern 
spiritualism, as epitomised by Ganesh, the 
elephant-headed Hindu god.

The book is written in the first-person 
from Bea’s perspective, and the style feels 
almost like real-time diary entries at times. 
This helps provide a fast narrative flow 
but at the expense of deeper character 
development and inner motivations. The 
scenes describing Bea’s struggles with 
learning and mastering acrobatics are well 
executed, but some of the action scenes felt 
a little lacking in suspense and urgency.

When compared to some of the 
preeminent books in this genre, The 
Acrobats of Agra falls just short, but it is 
still a worthy addition to the canon, and 
readers from age twelve and up are sure 
to be swept along by Bea and her friends’ 
odyssey. 12–14

Dermot Hegarty

Catherine Fisher

THE MIDNIGHT SWAN
FIREFLY, OCTOBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 192PP, £6.99 
ISBN 9781913102371

 

When Seren is led to the discovery of the 
mysteriously inscribed Midnight Swan 
treasure box down a disappearing alleyway 
during the town’s annual fair, she wonders 
whether the secret it purports to contain 
will prove the remedy to the ills of her 
friend the Clockwork Crow and help him 
achieve his human shape again. But Crow, 
in his inimitably cocksure way, smells 
darkness around the box, and Seren soon 
has more than one problem on her mind, 
as she fears that secret undercurrents in 
her adoptive home might bode ill for 
her own future. She must summon all 
of her courage to protect the people she 
loves, while confronting her own sense of 
security and fears for her future.

This third novel in Fisher’s marvellous 
Crow sequence splendidly captures a 
child’s sure knowledge that those around 
her are being less than fully honest, and 
the notion that there are things beyond 
our knowledge lurking ominously behind 
life’s everyday business. Fisher handles the 
trope of love lost and regained through 
perilous adventure masterfully here: the 
majestic vengefulness of the black swan is 
a powerful vehicle for the double narrative 
of self-realisation that comes to a heart-
stopping climax in this final part of the 
trilogy. This is a compelling, incisively 
written tale, where whimsy, humour, deep 
mystery and touching humanity work 
together in support of a narrative at once 
universally recognisable in its trajectory 
and utterly original in its treatment. 12–14

Amanda Piesse

Andreina Cordani

THE GIRL WHO …
ATOM , JANUARY 2021  
PAPERBACK, 264PP, £7.99 
ISBN 9780348003528

 

At first glance, this is a just another 
story about a blended family, but it soon 
becomes clear that there is so much 
more to it. Leah and her dad are still 
traumatised and not dealing with the 
tragic loss of Leah’s mother and baby 
sister when she was younger; Ellie longs 
to be famous and get lots of views for her 
YouTube channel, but how can she make 
herself stand out without bringing even 
more attention to her new family? Then 
there’s Boyd, a troubled lad who is trying 
to prove that he’s every bit as dangerous 
as the rest of the gang he’s joined. What is 
his connection to the others?

As Ellie and Leah slowly get used to their 
new family, secrets are discovered and 
hidden by both girls. Will they ever move 
on from the tragic events of the past? The 
underlying story, slowly revealed layer by 
layer, is that of what actually happened to 
Leah’s mother and sister and the part she 
had to play in it, along with her real plan 
to deal with everything. 

Three voices, one story, told using both 
flashbacks and real-time narrative, through 
which the reader discovers more about the 
main characters and comes to understand 
and care for them. A compelling read that 
will keep you guessing about their fate 
even after you finish reading. 12–14

MaryBrigid Turner
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Angeline Boulley

FIRE KEEPER’S DAUGHTER
ROCK THE BOAT PRESS, M ARCH 2021 
HARDBACK, 482PP, £14.99  
ISBN 9781786079046 

The hybrid lives of modern Native 
Americans are at the centre of this 
début novel from Angeline Boulley. 
The protagonist, Daunis Fontaine, is an 
eighteen-year-old bi-racial woman living 
in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, 
USA. Daunis struggles to find where she 
fits in with either her father’s family on 
the Ojibwe reservation or her mother’s 
French/Italian family in Sault St Marie. 
Her plans to attend university with her 
best friend Lily are disrupted by a series 
of drug-related incidents in her Ojibwe 
community. 

The plot reveals the devastation of the 
methamphetamine epidemic in America 
against the background of Daunis’s 
tragic personal history and challenging 
family life. There is a lot to like about 
this book – the author does not hold back 
in her gritty portrayal of modern Native 
American life and the plot twists kept this 
reader engaged. The book is at its best in 
conveying the rich traditions of the Ojibwe 
community, using a cast of complicated 
characters to showcase individuality and 
the importance of family. 

This is not a book for the faint of heart or 
younger readers – there are depictions of 
drug use, murder, suicide, sex and sexual 
violence, including a rape. This reader 
was left feeling unsettled by the way these 
events were inserted into the plot but 
then left undeveloped and unexamined. 
An interesting coming-of-age novel that 
delivers adventure and romance in an 
enticing detective story but lacks depth in 
its character development. Young Adult

Mary Hatfield

Shaun Tan

DOG
WALKER STUDIO, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 48PP, £7.99 
ISBN 9781406397147

 

The relationship between humans and 
dogs is a long and fascinating one and it is 
this special friendship which is explored, 
sparsely but lyrically, in Shaun Tan’s latest 
book. There is no science of domestication 
here, or facts about genetic links to  
wolves – in typical Tan style, the story of 
‘man’s best friend’ is told through limited 
text and deceptively simple illustrations.

Tan’s use of a repeated motif – parallel 
lines which evoke a road here, a barren 
wasteland there, a river, a train track 
or a snowy tundra elsewhere – can be 
examined and interpreted in different 
ways. The distance between the two 
figures, human and dog, presented in each 
of these illustrations shows us not only the 
difference between the species but also the 
potential for closing the gap and coming 
to a mutual understanding and aid. Dogs 
will not judge our actions, and will stay by 
our side, but perhaps in recognising their 
loyalty, we can confront our responsibility 
to choose the right path in protecting our 
shared environment.

Best of all, like much of Tan’s work, it 
is the gaps in the text that do the heavy 
lifting in this picturebook. There is so 
much space for the reader to think and 
explore the ideas presented here. Each 
page of text and illustration here is 
worth lingering over, each vignette an 
opportunity to see something new. This is 
a small picturebook that packs a powerful 
punch. 10–12, 12–14, Young Adult

Louise Gallagher

Loris Owen

THE TEN RIDDLES OF 
EARTHA QUICKSMITH
FIREFLY, SEPTEMBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 344PP, £6.99 
ISBN 9781913102319

Kip huddles on the ‘Midway Branch’ of 
the ‘Chess Nut Tree’ in self-seclusion from 
the daily horrors of school life and the 
dreaded Miss Gubbins, or ‘The Snibbug’. 
His reversal of her name is an attempt to 
ward off the continual damage done by her 
carping. An encoded message drops from 
the sky, forcing Kip to use his knowledge 
of chess to puzzle it out. He arrives at a 
secret address where he must perform a 
range of emoticons into the camera of a 
phantom photobooth to unlock a portal 
to a transformative school where shared 
clever thinking of all kinds is encouraged 
and celebrated. Can solving school-
founder Eartha Quicksmith’s ten riddles 
with his new friends enable him to reach 
his mother, lost deep inside herself since a 
lightning strike, or his sister, who vanished 
the same night? 

This novel, Owen’s first, is a joyous 
celebration of applying multidimensional, 
multimodal thinking to the solving 
of properly serious problems. Deeply 
hilarious and highly intelligent, with 
intellectual and emotional precocity 
held in equal esteem, the book’s own 
multimodality-lists, menus, timetables, 
quests-with-rewards, switches in 
perspective, space-and-time conundrums, 
puns and anagrams are the perfect 
vehicle for its narrative’s rollercoaster race 
against time. The exquisite writing offers 
revelations on startlingly diverse topics to 
enquiring minds of any age. Streets ahead 
of Rowling in its intelligence and economy 
of writing, to my mind the obvious 
comparison is to L’Engle’s 1962 classic A 
Wrinkle in Time, not least because of its 
celebration of the multimodal intelligences 
and original thought processes of young 
people. 12–14

Amanda Piesse
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Ayesha Harruna Attah

THE DEEP BLUE BETWEEN
PUSHKIN PRESS, OCTOBER 2020 
PAPERBACK, 256PP, £7.99  
ISBN 9781782692669

 

The Deep Blue Between is a début teen 
novel by Ghanian-born Ayesha Harruna 
Attah. Beginning in the 1890s, it tells 
the story of twins Hussana and Husseina, 
who becomes Victória, separated by the 
Atlantic Ocean following their capture by 
slave traders. The tale alternates between 
West Africa and Brazil and between first 
and third person. As their lives unfold, so 
too does their journey of self-discovery and 
the unfolding of the worlds around them, 
coloured by their vibrant personalities 
and told in distinct, recognisable voices. 
Despite the distance and their trials and 
tribulations, their connection never fades, 
their dreams continuing to link them and 
guiding them back to each other. 

A feminist tale of deep introspection and 
lush description, The Deep Blue Between 
is nonetheless filled with heart-in-the-
mouth moments of action and danger, as 
the girls navigate their new worlds, all the 
while seeking their way back to each other. 
Magical and religious elements combine 
with the harsh realities of colonialism to 
create a careful study of sisterhood and the 
journey of finding oneself. 

This is a story that reveals itself as you 
read, which really brings to life the worlds 
in which the twins find themselves. It 
lingers with the reader long after it is 
finished and offers a glimpse of a world 
where, in spite of great darkness, hope 
conquers all. Young Adult

Ruth Frances Long

Alix E. Harrow

THE ONCE AND  
FUTURE WITCHES
ORBIT, OCTOBER 2020  
HARDBACK, 528PP, £11.99  
ISBN 9780356512471

 
In a world where women were once 
powerful witches and queens, magic has 
been stamped out and a brutal patriarchy 
reasserted. As the twentieth century 
looms, a new generation of women are 
demanding the vote. Seventeen-year-old 
Juniper, fleeing an abusive childhood and 
a crime she does not regret committing, 
finds herself drawn to New Salem. 
Together with her estranged older sisters, 
she will seek the means of summoning a 
mythical power hidden by the last true 
witches.

Harrow has crafted a world that bristles 
with tension and possibility, drawing 
together a heady mix of social justice 
and workers’ rights movements in a town 
where something evil lurks in the shadows. 
Equally intriguing is the magic system 
woven through her alternative history, one 
that has been secretly passed down from 
mother to daughter, hidden in nursery 
rhymes and fairy tales.

The prose is lush and lyrical, with a focus 
on atmosphere ahead of fast pacing. The 
evocative connection between witchcraft 
and the suffragists is never fully exploited, 
and the fascinating backstory of an ancient 
female magic conflicts slightly with the 
way that spells are used to represent 
political subversion – if Juniper and her 
sisters have access to the kinds of power 
that they seem to, then they could do far 
more damage to a cruel and exploitative 
system than they aspire to. A stunning 
read set in a world that this reader would 
love to see further explored. Young Adult

Rachel Sneyd

Eric Gansworth

APPLE: SKIN TO THE CORE
LEVINE QUERIDO, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 353PP, £13.99  
ISBN 9781646140138

 
Apple is a unique read. Although 
Gansworth’s memoir is told through 
words and pictures, the prose, poetry and 
short chapters sing like a playlist. This 
is no coincidence, as the author uses the 
Beatles and their link to Apple Records as 
a tool to explore and engage the audience 
with the core themes of the novel, such as 
race, identity and the Indian experience. 
The Tuscarora identity is explored as both 
a wider cultural and personal identity, 
and Gansworth does so through a mix of 
photographs, paintings, poetry and prose, 
experimenting with form as he brings the 
reader on the journey. 

This insight into another’s life and culture 
and their trepidations about these topics 
may be a challenging read for some, but 
Gansworth fills his memories with cultural 
touchstones to guide the reader – from 
comic books to TV shows and movies. As 
the text moves around the page, sometimes 
in non-traditional ways, there is a sense 
that Gansworth is showing us more than 
just his story. He is allowing the reader to 
explore his history and his cultural history 
alongside him from many perspectives. 

Gansworth uses his memoir to pick up 
the pieces of his culture and identity and 
rebuild them before the reader’s eyes. A 
powerful read worth exploring, enhanced 
further by listening to the Beatles while 
doing so. Young Adult

Alison Bryan
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Sara Shepard and Lilia Buckingham

INFLUENCE
ATOM , JANUARY 2021   
HARDBACK, 368PP, £12.99   
ISBN 9780593121535

 

In this story about the world of teen 
influencers, nothing is quite what it seems. 
Once the glitter and gloss are peeled away, 
we see characters who are dealing with 
serious issues behind the scenes and away 
from the social media screens. 

It is interesting to see Delilah, the newest 
entrant to this world, being quickly 
sucked into the need for approval. She 
shows a degree of awareness about how 
superficial things are, but she is still drawn 
by the power of being an influencer. 
Delilah is quickly taken under the wing 
of experienced influencers Jasmine and 
Fiona. Their attention flatters her, pulling 
her deeper into their world. Scarlet appears 
to be living the dream of influencer 
success. The rivalry between Scarlet and 
the other main characters is the backdrop 
for a story that quickly turns from glitz 
and glam and competition for followers to 
murder. 

As we work our way through the plot, we 
discover that the fame of influencers comes 
at great cost. Jasmine and Scarlet, slaves to 
their success, are forced to hide their true 
selves. Fiona, hiding a secret from her past, 
struggles with OCD, guilt and low self-
esteem. We see parents who are ‘living the 
dream’ through their children, fans who 
obsess about their media heroes and girls 
who suffer from the pressure to present the 
perfect picture of their perfect selves.

Shepard and Buckingham treat readers to 
a riveting read with a clever plot twist and 
an ending that won’t disappoint. Young 
Adult

Eibhlín Cassidy

Deirdre Sullivan 
Illustrated by Karen Vaughan

SAVAGE HER REPLY
LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS, OCTOBER 2020 
HARDBACK, 250PP, €16.99 
ISBN 9781912417643 

As a child, I loved to read stories from all 
over the world, but those based on Irish 
mythology were the ones I liked best. 
Although I was familiar with the story of 
the Children of Lir, it was never one of my 
favourites and I haven’t revisited the tale 
in years. 

In this retelling, Sullivan gives us the 
story from the villain’s point of view. At 
least, that is how Aífe is more commonly 
portrayed: the evil, jealous stepmother 
who turns her sister’s children into swans. 
But no story is quite so simple, and that 
is what this book explores. Why do we 
accept warriors and soldiers as heroes 
yet condemn others? It is a fascinating 
question and one that Sullivan handles 
wonderfully. She never attempts to erase 
the wrong that Aífe did, or excuse her 
actions, but she does offer reasons and 
motivations that make the character of 
Aífe come alive.

This is a story about stories and how they 
shape the world, or at the very least shape 
our understanding of the world. It is a 
story full of suffering yet it remains easy to 
read and easy to get lost in. Each chapter 
heading is a short poem, its layout inspired 
by the ogham alphabet, and they are 
wonderful and heartfelt.

A powerful look at an old familiar story, 
this book offers a fresh perspective and 
hopefully makes the reader see that every 
tale has its own truth depending on the 
teller. Young Adult

Dearbhla Sheridan

Caroline O’Donoghue

ALL OUR HIDDEN GIFTS
WALKER BOOKS, M ARCH 2021 
PAPERBACK, 400PP, £15.00 
ISBN 9781536213942

  
 

Caroline O’Donoghue’s début young adult 
novel is a contemporary urban fantasy set 
in the fictitious Irish town of Kilbeg. Its 
cast of characters represents the diversity 
in gender identity, ethnicity and sexuality 
expected in an inclusive current novel, 
and more. Add paranormal activities, 
tarot readings, spells and a dark witchy 
undercurrent, and there’s a lot packed into 
four hundred pages. Yet O’Donoghue’s 
pacing means there’s little dragging and 
heaviness: the story capers along at a rapid 
pace. Her light-touch style and frequent 
scene changes maintain the reader’s 
interest. Sometimes this means certain 
plot elements and storylines are overlooked 
or forgotten in an effort to push the story 
onwards – such as the tarot cards, which 
trigger everything but are then cast aside 
and barely mentioned by the second half 
of the novel. 

The unexpected introduction of the main 
characters’ titular hidden gifts in the 
final chapters seems a little contrived and 
forced, while the storyline around them 
feels gauzy and unexplored. Instead of 
laying out what seems like the elements 
for a possible sequel, the story might have 
been stronger had these gifts featured early 
on and been centred to deepen this late 
plot twist.

Kilbeg is well outlined and sufficiently 
detailed to provide a vivid and real setting, 
while frequent references to religious 
traditions show younger readers the 
previously powerful grip Catholicism had 
on the country.

This is a promising first novel, with plenty 
of action, fun and complexity to make up 
for some weaknesses in storyline and plot 
twists. Young Adult

Jane Mitchell
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